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This fall Poughkeepsie Day School 
celebrates the opening of the Middle 
School Learning Community and the 
upcoming groundbreaking for the     
athletic fields enhancement.

With the help of the design firm 
Fielding Nair International and the 
active participation of faculty, we have 
a created a space that reflects how our 
middle school students and teachers 
work and learn. This dynamic interac-
tive environment is specifically designed 
to promote teamwork, interdisciplinary 
connections and the fluid use of time.

We took a row of separated large 
and light-challenged classrooms and 
a sun-filled corridor with a view of 
the courtyard; from this we created a 
bright, open, flexible space where form 
follows function.

We break ground for the enhanced 
athletic fields in the spring. This project 
will bring us an improved field for soc-
cer and Ultimate Frisbee, an enlarged 
and improved practice and playing field, 
a cross country trail and, for the first 
time, a ball field to support our rapidly 
improving baseball team and our cham-
pionship softball team.

These are significant campus upgrades 
and we hope, with the support of the 
PDS community, we can continue to 
provide facilities that match the extraor-
dinary quality of our people, programs 
and philosophy.

PDS never was designed as the assem-
bly-line model of education that many 
of us remember from our own school-
ing: with traditional structures of space 
and time—40-minute classes, desks 
in a row, teacher up front dispensing 
information and tests based on memory 
and recall. From its founding, PDS 
aspired to a more thoughtful, creative 
and research-based approach to learning.

Our focus on community, relation-
ships, creativity, collaboration and 
authentic assessment has kept PDS at 
the educational forefront for decades.

It’s no secret that the world has changed 
and schools must change, too. Educators 
worldwide are struggling to redefine their 
role and identify what students need now 
to thrive in a world awash with informa-
tion. How will PDS continue to serve the 
needs of its students in a time of uncer-
tainty and whirlwind change?

Our response to the challenge of change 
is to replace fear of the unknown and the 
unfamiliar, in our students and ourselves, 
with the intrepid curiosity of the kinder-
gartener. Most of us have heard the old 
joke that is easier to change the course of 
history than to change a history course. 
Not at PDS.

Some things we do know: first, that the 
future will be different. And we also know 
this timeless truth about children: they 
do best when adults know them and care 
for them; they thrive when their ideas and 
interests are respected and their passions 
nurtured. That is why our program is 
grounded in the values of personal rela-
tionships and respect.

We know our students continue to need 
highly developed skills, built on a bedrock 
of knowledge and grounded values. We 
know that we all need an innovation 
mind-set and a disposition to seek con-
nections, embrace opportunities, risk 
failure and try something new. Qualities 
of play and imagination, creativity and 
collaboration are skills that will make the 
difference in our ability to keep pace with 
a changing world.

Last year, as part of our focus on 
forward thinking in education, neurosci-
entist and educator Dr. Judy Willis spoke 
at PDS on children’s cognitive develop-
ment. She gave us a stronger indication of 
what promotes—and what inhibits—the 
intellectual growth of children. As educa-
tors, we now know a little more about 
the social and emotional issues that have 
an impact on learning and the habits and 
behaviors that promote memory and con-
nection. To take our understanding to a 
deeper level, we have created a task force 

on “Learning and the Brain” – one of five 
interconnected faculty-led Innovation 
Teams charged with the responsibility of 
sharing insight and evolving best practices.

These five teams have a mission: to 
bring mindful change and innovation to 
learning and teaching at PDS. The other 
four teams are focused on broad areas 
important for investigation and growth: 
Cultural Competency (including respect 
for diversity, global awareness and cultural 
change); Digital Citizenship; Project-
Based Learning and Wellness (including 
green initiatives, health, nutrition and 
school culture).

This fall PDS will host John Hunter, 
creator of the World Peace Game featured 
in the documentary “World Peace and 
other Fourth-Grade Achievements.” In 
his TEDtalk (rated the most influential 
in 2011) he recalls being asked a question 
that entirely shifted his thinking about his 
role and responsibility as a teacher: “What 
do you want to do?”

It’s a powerful question on which we 
have launched the five innovation teams 
and the current school year. In connecting 
with and sharing our deep-seated inten-
tions and ideals, we too can transform 
our world—or at least drop a stone in the 
intellectual pond and see where the ripples 
spread. This is the question for all of us as 
we think about securing the future of PDS 
and its mission to develop educated citi-
zens with a passion for living and learning.

What do you want to do?

Design for Learning

What do you want to do?

Josie holford, Head of School
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Indeed, the field is exploding. Not only is the academic study 
in and of itself fascinating. What we learn from studying the 
brain has a direct impact on our lives, especially for us in the 
classroom. Brain research can help us become better teachers 
and students. 

Previously, much of what we knew about brain function was 
derived from studies based on unfortunate subjects who had 
suffered some sort of brain injury (most people have heard of 
Phineas Gage, who famously had a railroad rod driven through 
his frontal lobe and lived but was a lot less personable). Now 
technology is helping us to understand brain function and 
development much more fully. What is known about the brain 
in the 21st century is substantially different than what was 
known in the 20th century. And this is exciting to me as well as 
my students! 

When it comes to learning, PDS students are eager to understand 
not just the “whats” of a particular subject but also the “whys.” 
The high school’s cognitive science course provides them with the 
specific opportunity to explore how we  humans are able to think, 
create and feel. 

The course, developed four years ago, was intended to run as a 
science option every other year for students in grades 10-12 who 
had previously taken molecular biology. However, its popularity 
has resulted in our offering it every year since its inception!

Students tell me that they enjoy studying the brain because it 
helps to explain the mystery behind everyday occurrences, includ-
ing their own sometimes impulsive behavior and less-than-mature 
judgment. They also like the fact that there is still much to learn 
in the field of neuroscience, and the applications and subfields 
seem to be developing at an exponential rate. 

Learning and the Brain 

The Wonders of Cognitive Science
 By Tanya Vinogradov

Design for Learning

Tanya Vinogradov works with high school students in a recent science lab
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Brain chemiStry, evOlutiOn & mOre
The course begins with the basics, focusing on how neurons 
generate an action potential in response to a stimulus and how 
that electrical signal is transmitted from one neuron to the next 
chemically. We then look at brain structure and function. 

Once these fundamentals are covered, we have a basis for 
examining the really interesting stuff, focusing on the evolution-
ary reasons why the brain is structured and apt to operate in the 
way that it does, and the set of characteristics which make hu-
mans unique. For example, we study humans’ extensive memory 
capacity (which serves as the substrate upon which individuality 
is created by experience), sensation, dreams, sleep, empathy and 
mirror neurons; our search for long term love relationships (and 
the brain chemicals which drive us to do so); our need to create 
compelling narrative and find answers; the neurology of addic-
tion and the necessity of a long childhood. 

We also discuss learning and factors which can impair or 
enhance brain development and function. These are the same 
discussions in which researchers and educators are currently 
engaging. The last decade has marked an increased interest in 
the field of neuroeducation, which examines the how research 
findings in cognitive and neurosciences can and ought to inform 
educational practices. 

the imPact Of Brain reSearch
Dr. Judy Willis, a neurologist, credentialed teacher and an 
authority in the field of learning-centered brain research, ad-
dressed PDS faculty and parents last spring. (See From the Head 
of School, page 3). Several teachers have also attended “learning 
and the brain” conferences throughout the country as a means 
of keeping on top of relevant findings in neuroscience and their 
applications to learning, teaching and curriculum development. 
Topics at these conferences have included: “Web-Connected 
Minds: How Technology Transforms Brains,” “Teaching and 
Education, Emotions and Education: Affect, Anxiety and 
Achievement,” “Memory and Mind: Improving Memory and 
Achievement in the Classroom,” “Rewiring the Brain: Using 
Brain Plasticity to Enhance Learning, “Using Brain Research on 
Creativity and Arts to Improve Learning,” “Using Social Brain 
Research to Enhance Learning,” and “Using Brain Research to 
Enhance Cognitive Abilities.”

Upon returning to campus, I truly enjoy discussing the ses-
sions I attended with my cognitive neuroscience students. It’s 
gratifying to know that they are able to think critically about 
why certain practices, environments and approaches are more 
likely to produce desired results than others, based on what 
they understand about the human brain. I am struck by their 
ability to assess the relevance and potential applications of neu-
rological research.

* answers

BecOming thOughtful, Self-
reflective inDiviDualS
Providing a foundation for understanding human brain func-
tion is an important part of the PDS curriculum—especially 
because the school consciously strives to “develop educated 
students with a passion for learning and living.” Over the course 
of their PDS career, students are encouraged to understand 
themselves as learners and, in doing so, are able to approach all 
aspects of their lives in a more thoughtful, self-reflective way.

Cognitive neuroscience is an exciting field. Many of our 
alumni have pursued—in college and beyond—an interest 
in science first nurtured here at PDS. Whether they choose 
to become professional cognitive scientists, our students have 
gained the skills and the confidence necessary for interpreting 
and evaluating new findings; leveraging what they learned in the 
course to manage day-to-day challenges; and knowing how best 
to help their own kids to wire up their brains somewhere down 
the road. 

Editor’s Note: Tanya Vinogradov has been a member of the PDS 
faculty since 1995. In addition to the cognitive science course, she 
has taught molecular biology, human biology, bioethics and physiol-
ogy in the high school as well as life science and environmental 
science in the middle school, among others. An avid runner, she has 
served as the PDS varsity cross country coach. A Phi Beta Kappa 
graduate of Miami University (OH), with a BA in political science, 
she received an MA from the University of Colorado in biological 
anthropology. Her daughter, Mia Vinogradov, is in grade 6 at PDS.
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The practice of providing students choice and ownership over 
their learning undoubtedly makes a great deal of sense. How-
ever, it is often challenging to make this a reality within the 
contexts of traditional school settings. 

Arriving at Poughkeepsie Day School just last year, I was 
incredibly excited about how the school’s mission and vision 
promoted intellectual curiosity and a passion for learning 
beyond the acquisition of knowledge and into the creation 
of knowledge. Becoming a member of a learning community 
driven by such a progressive mission, the possibilities for innova-
tive learning seemed limitless. That foundation, paired with the 
unwavering support of the school administration, allowed for 
the dream of an entirely student-driven learning experience—
the 4-5 Curiosity Project-—to become a reality.

hOw we Began
Of course, before embarking on such a learning experience, 
groundwork needed to be laid. First and foremost, positive rela-
tionships between teachers, children and families were formed. 
I was quick to learn that PDS is composed of an amazing col-
lection of people, and everyone quickly extended themselves to 
welcome my wife, Jennifer Jordan, and me into the PDS and 
the greater Hudson Valley communities.

Design for Learning

Within the classroom, the 4-5 team of students and teach-
ers worked and learned alongside one another in order to 
understand how we could best use technology to support our 
learning goals. We put great effort into reflecting on the learn-
ing process.  We defined what we wanted to learn and how 
we could learn it and, in turn, how to share what we learned    
with others. 

Standing on the shoulders of the relationships we formed, 
students felt comfortable sharing their learning process with their 
peers. They became inspired by each other and eager to apply 
strategies they saw others use in their own learning. Observing 
their increased level of ownership and the building excitement 
around all that they desired to learn, I could see it was time to 
step back and allow my students to live the PDS mission.

We began with a collaborative effort to build a framework 
for the project. What resulted was a general outline of what we 
would experience during the Curiosity Project:

How learners:
•	 Use their interests and curiosities to start learning
•	 Develop questions and curiosities to guide their learning
•	 Gather information and knowledge
•	 Share what they learn
•	 Reflect on what they learn

David Jordan works with students in his 4-5 classroom
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By David Jordan
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of our community shone once again. 
Indeed, it was the most inspiring dem-
onstration of learning I have ever been a 
part of. Videos were shown; works of art 
exhibited; demonstrations and dances 
performed; posters and diagrams dis-
played; a web-show broadcast and even 
an alpaca led through an agility course! 

In the end, 39 learners proudly shared 
39 unique learning experiences that were 
warmly celebrated by peers, families and 
the community. Even after school had 
ended, the project continued: A student 
who had learned to create ringtones and 
make them available to others produced 
several more of them for peers during 
his first week of summer.

The original inspiration behind the 
Curiosity Project came from a former 

colleague and friend. As a 2nd grader he wished to learn any-
thing and everything about cows but that was never a part of the 
curriculum. As a 40-year old, that curiosity still stuck with him 
and as an educator he challenged me to think about the ques-
tion, “What if we let our children learn about their cow?” 

Guided by the PDS mission and working with curious, pas-
sionate learners as part of a supportive community, the 4-5 team 
took a step toward answering that question. Our learning was 
authentic and inspired. As a second year teacher at PDS, I look 
forward to extending and expanding learning possibilities by 
taking my lead from our young learners.

Editor’s Note: David Jordan joined the lower school faculty in 2011. 
Previously, he was a grade 4 teacher at the American School of Bom-
bay (Mumbai, India) and held a similar position at an elementary 
school in Flagstaff, AZ. A magna cum laude graduate of Buffalo 
State College, with a B.S. in early childhood education, David 
received an M.Ed. in elementary education from Northern Arizona 
University and holds New York State professional certification in 
childhood education (grades 1-6). He and wife Jennifer Jordan, 
who teaches lower and middle school art at PDS, live in Staatsburg

hOw we cOnnecteD
A website was built to serve as the 
home base of the project so that we 
could share our intentions; connect 
with curious people and guide 
ourselves through our learning. 
The strength of our community 
was essential to our success, and 
families became co-curious with 
their children, supporting and 
encouraging them throughout the 
entire process.

In order to better understand 
how curious people start learning, 
we connected with a variety of indi-
viduals who are pursuing their own 
passions. The children developed a 
set of questions and recorded the 
responses of these curious people to 
them. The folks interviewed ranged from an engineer in India to 
a graffiti artist from Philadelphia to a PDS high school student. 
Students and teachers, in turn, shared thoughts and reflections 
stemming from those interviews. Families watched videos with 
their children and facilitated conversations at home about how 
curiosity is fostered and then turned into learning. 

Knowing more about how to recognize curiosity, students 
identified the passions they wished to pursue. In a few short 
days, 39 students were ready to learn about 39 very different 
curiosities. Seeing my students immersed in this learning made 
me wonder how often these curiosities are neglected, bypassed 
and ultimately forgotten because of traditional constraints. With 
students sharing dozens of curiosities—from Lucille Ball and 
fencing to poetry, cooking, and nuclear physics—it was clear that 
this project was going to lead to some exciting learning. And, 
more than ever, I was grateful to have become a part of PDS. 

BecOming “curiOuSer & curiOuSer”
In an effort to gather information, students sought primary and 
secondary resources. Phone calls were made, correspondences 
formed and rehearsals took place. I recall walking into my 
classroom during a lunch period and finding a student receiving 
a Mandarin lesson from a middle school student. I learned that 
this was not their first meeting and that they had established a 
schedule that would continue throughout the month. Stories 
from home kitchens poured in. A cake was brought in for tast-
ing. Lacrosse sticks began showing up in corners. A student gave 
me a disc containing a recorded interview he conducted with a 
local business leader. With each passing day there were continu-
ous reminders of how supportive our entire community is; how 
PDS is fertile ground for innovation and how capable young 
people are of driving their own learning.

To culminate the experience and our year as a whole, we hosted 
an evening event for the community in which the students shared 
a piece of their learning. The passion of our learners and strength 

A participant in the Curiosity Project displays the 
system she devised for learning how to make the 
dress she is wearing
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Learning by Design 
Creating a Middle School Learning Community
by George Swain 

Design for Learning

Do you remember the opening voiceover in the old Star Trek 
TV show, “Space: the Final Frontier?” In late August, I began 
our first middle school faculty meeting of the year with that 
very video clip to herald the realized reimagining of what learn-
ing in the middle school could “look like” and, in fact, “be” 
with the unveiling of our new, exciting Middle School Learning 
Community (MSLC).

a DecaDe in the making
What a journey! Ten years of ongoing, creative thinking about 
how our middle school curricula might be refined to best meet 
the unique needs of early adolescent learners and of promoting 
our top-notch program to families throughout the Hudson Val-
ley has led to a new chapter in our history. Through the gener-
ous support of the PDS board of trustees—and the particular 
vision of current president Stan Lichens—we’ve been able to go 
boldly “where no man [sic] has gone before.” Without altering 
the external footprint of the Elizabeth C. Gilkeson Center, our 
MSLC has captured additional space and transformed middle 
school classrooms into an open and inviting area. There, various 
configurations of learners—middle school teachers and students 
alike—can collaborate on projects as well as work independently 
in beautiful and flexibly functional space that is truly their own. 

iDentifying the iSSueS
With an outstanding faculty, a dynamic program and a bright 
and engaged student body, we still found ourselves fighting 
against the physical limitations imposed by the spaces we’d 
inherited from the building’s former incarnation as the IBM 
Briefing Center. 

We didn’t like that our middle school classrooms isolated 
students from one another. Classes were spread out all over 
Gilkson. And we could see that how the space was currently 
configured resulted in redundancy. Most important, perhaps, 
we balked at being forced to divide students into separate 
environments when learning how to share ideas and to facilitate 
teamwork are the hallmarks not only of a PDS education but 
also of the new economy. 

unDerStanDing the neeDS Of 
miDDle SchOOlerS
Our thinking about how to effectively use space—like our cur-
riculum itself—is based on a close reading of the best practices 
in middle-level learning. Early adolescence is an important time 
of intellectual growth, marked by a pronounced need for con-
nection between students and teachers. 

Middle school head George Swain with students in the Learning Commons section of the newly redesigned Middle School Learning Community
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The most successful middle schools understand this and, 
accordingly, design programs and projects that are social in 
nature and involve collaboration. Students at this age also make 
a critical transition from concrete to abstract reasoning and 
consequently, problem-solving and active learning are essential 
to scaffold and, support this growth. 

We concluded that if we were able to open up current 
classrooms so that they flowed into a large common area rather 
than always keeping students separated, we could create new 
learning opportunities. The geographical proximity of students 
and teachers, in turn, would reinforce the importance of com-
munity and break down barriers that typically develop in more 
isolated learning environments.

miSSiOn cOnSiStent DeSign & PrOceSS
Improving the middle school’s physical surroundings not only 
is in keeping with the school’s mission, it also is an extension of 
our longstanding tradition of using space in innovative ways. In-
deed, visitors to our new MSLC might liken it to a 21st century 
version of the “Big Room” at our former 39 New Hackensack 
Road campus with its welcoming “vibe” and capacity for serving 
multiple purposes. 

Over the past two years, renovations to the Chapman Room 
already had made it a more dynamic and flexible learning space. 
And the success of those renovations encouraged us to move 
forward with the larger MSLC project. 

In the fall of 2010, we enlisted Fielding Nair International 
(FNI), a world-renowned team of educational designers. FNI’s 
Chris Hazelton helped us identify broad academic and pro-
grammatic goals that space enhancement would help us attain. 
In addition, we identified spaces in school that were currently 
underutilized and poorly designed for our needs. In June 2011 
key design elements were reviewed and plans revised accord-
ingly. The board approved the financing of the project in early 
2012 and construction began in June, with board president Stan 
Lichens serving as the on-site project leader. Throughout the 
summer, walls were demolished and reconstructed, floors and 
ceilings refinished and furniture installed paving the way for us 
to open the doors on schedule.

Dream SPace aS reality
Now, we typically begin our day as a full grades 6-8 middle 
school with a morning meeting in the large open space we call 
the Learning Common. This is a warm community time used 
for announcements before dividing into our six customary 
grade level advisory groups. On other days, we begin with a 
sustained silent reading period when students and teachers find 
comfortable places to read books of their own choosing. And 
although the space is certainly comfortable and homey as is, we 
intentionally left some of the renovation work incomplete so 
that teachers and students might make recommendations for 
additional furniture and fixtures once they’d lived in the space 
for awhile. 

Most academic and several arts classes meet in the middle 
school learning community. This enables collaboration and 
flexibility of groupings among classes of different levels in the 
same subject (such as Spanish) or classes of different subjects 
(e.g., English and science). Additionally, the Learning Com-
mon serves as a place for faculty members to plan and meet 
with colleagues and students.  

 
SPecial featureS anD BenefitS
One of our specialized rooms, known as the DaVinci Studio, 
is designed with all of the features of a first-class science labo-
ratory as well as an art studio with project tables, floors that 
can withstand spills from messier projects and plenty of room 
to collaborate and create. All of the classrooms have ceiling 
mounted projectors so that teachers and students can share 
digital work seamlessly. In addition, two of them are outfitted 
with SMARTboards and all have sliding glass walls, which 
enable teachers to keep the rooms open to the Learning Com-
mon or closed off depending on the needs of their classes.

Space flexibility offers many benefits. While students may 
begin an academic period by meeting with their teacher for 
the duration of an entire class activity (discussion, presenta-
tion, etc.) and within a specific classroom, they might also 
spread out to take advantage of the Learning Common 
immediately adjacent to the classrooms for team or individual 
work. The MSLC has been designed consciously for active 
learning with furniture that can be easily moved, project areas 
where materials may be left assembled while under construc-
tion and flexible rooms where small, medium and large 
groups of students can work on labs, debates, role plays and 
open-ended problems. 

The new spaces enhance our emphasis on interdisciplin-
ary curricula where teachers can easily collaborate, combine 
groups and observe one another in action. In many ways, the 
space has the feeling of an age-appropriate “college library.” 
And, as one might imagine, for much of the day, the MSLC 
is a quiet buzz of activity. It’s truly a lively, happy place. Please 
come visit whenever you’re in the area to see our mission in 
action. We would love to show you around. 

Editor’s Note: George Swain has served as PDS middle school 
head since 2002. A graduate of Earlham College, where he 
studied anthropology and sociology, he received masters degrees 
in US history from Binghamton University and educational 
leadership from Teachers College, Columbia University, where he 
was a Klingenstein Fellow. An avid cyclist, George is also known 
for his extensive work with beginning teachers and administrators 
through the New York State Association of Independent Schools 
(NYSAIS) and is the founder of its Emerging Leaders Institute, 
a leadership training program for promising independent school 
teachers. George’s wife, dancer Jesse Levey, is an artist-in-resi-
dence at PDS. Their children Elias and Izzy are in grades 8 and 
11, respectively. 
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Noteworthy

Last spring, PDS hosted Dr. Judy Willis, noted neurologist, 
educator and author, who spoke on “Preparing Children’s 
Brains for 21st Century Success.” Dr. Willis, a Phi Beta Kappa 
graduate of Williams College, with a masters degree in educa-
tion from UC Santa Barbara and a medical degree from UCLA, 
was a practicing neurologist for 15 years before going back to 
graduate school in order to become a teacher. She has taught el-
ementary and middle school as well as graduate school students 
and currently is on the faculty of Santa Barbara Middle School 
in California.

An authority on brain research related to learning and the 
brain, with a unique background as both a board-certified 
neurologist and classroom teacher, Dr. Willis writes extensively 
for professional educational and parenting journals. She also 
has been an international consultant for professional and cur-
riculum development for the Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development (ASCD) and is a presenter at educa-
tional conferences nationally and internationally in the field of 
learning-centered brain research and classroom strategies.

New Trustees Elected
Poughkeepsie Day School parents Christopher Bjork, PhD, 
Poughkeepsie; Ty Brooks and Romana Hosain, MD, both of 
Hopewell Junction; Andrea Payne, Wicopee, and Johan Hed-
lund, New Paltz, were elected to the board of trustees at the an-
nual meeting of the school’s corporation. Parent trustees Hamid 
Azari-Rad, PhD, Poughkeepsie, and Mette Coleman, Rhinebeck 
were re-elected. To view a press release on the new trustees, visit 
the PDS website.

This September, PDS welcomed eight new students to the 
high school from China as well as a student each from France 
and Kyrgyzstan. They join our eight returning international 
students in grades 10-12. To support the school’s growing 
international population, PDS offers an ESL course and a new 
high school humanities course—both taught by faculty member 
Julie O’Sullivan—with the latter serving as an introduction to 
our English and history curricula in the high school. Accord-
ing to director of enrollment and marketing Carol Bahruth, 
“Growing and diversifying the international program affirms 
our school’s commitment to helping students increase cultural 
awareness and competency in a globally connected world.” 
For more information on the program, contact Tammy Reilly, 
assistant director of enrollment and international programs 
(treilly@poughkeepsieday.org). 

PDS Science Department Receives 
Grant to Host Muon Particle Detector
Poughkeepsie Day School has been selected to host a muon 
particle detector as part of the Energetic Ray Global Observa-
tory (ERGO). High school science teacher Jonathan Heiles re-
ceived a grant to place the detector in his classroom in Gilkeson 
Center. The observatory plans to place 1,000 detectors around 
the planet, turning Earth into a cosmic ray telescope.

 Inspired by a TED talk by Jill Tarter of the SETI Institute 
(“Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence”), engineer Tom Bales 
established ERGO to help pre-college students get involved in 
original scientific research. To that end, Jonathan is writing cur-
riculum to support original student research with the detector 

Dr. Judy Willis with lower school head Debby McLean
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International students are actively engaged in PDS life and a 
welcome addition to the school’s diverse community
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and his astronomy class is currently trying to find the origin of 
a globally reported drop in muon readings (although evidence 
is building that it was a computer problem, rather than an 
astronomical phenomenon). 

He also is working with an RPI astrophysics doctoral 
candidate to adapt curriculum for PDS Astronomy and Wave 
Physics courses. The material gives students access to NASA 
data and enables them to distinguish newly formed stars from 
old ones through infrared signatures. To read more about 
professional development work last summer, see “PDS Faculty 
Learning and Leading” below.

Athletics Roundup

Once again, PDS sports teams finished their seasons in fine 
form within the Hudson Valley Athletic League (HVAL). The 
girls varsity soccer team placed 1st in the HVAL and was the 
runner up in the HVAL tournament, while the boys varsity soc-
cer placed 6th. In basketball, girls varsity finished 3rd and the 
boys varsity was 6th. Last spring, the girls softball team placed 
1st in the league and won the HVAL Tournament and the 
boys baseball team (see photo above) took 2nd place. Ultimate 
Frisbee finished 5th in the league and the cross country team 
took 2nd (Alex Gaidis ’13) and 3rd (Phil Greenberg ’14) in the 
HVAL championships. Congratulations to all the players and 
coaches, Scott Meyer, varsity boys soccer; Joan Matheis, varsity 
girls soccer, varsity girls basketball and Ultimate Frisbee; Chris 
Santoro, varsity boys basketball; Lisa McVey, varsity softball; 
Jake Lahey, varsity baseball; and Trace Schillinger, cross country.

PDS Faculty Learning and Leading
PDS faculty continued their professional development by 
engaging in a number of educational opportunities over the 
summer. A sampling:

•	 Amy Miklos (K), Brian Reid (2-3) and David Jordan (4-5) 
participated in a five-day, interactive workshop at Dana Hall 
School (MA), where they were both learners and teacher-re-
searchers as they extended their own mathematical thinking.

•	 Rachel Silverman (1) and Amy Miklos (K) attended a work-
shop at Bank Street College of Education called “Reaching 

Young Children Who Need Time to Master Reading,” while 
colleague Judy Purcell (pre-k) learned more about the Reggio 
Emilia approach to early childhood learning.

•	 Sue Parise (2-3) spent four days exploring the topic, “Nurtur-
ing Literacy through Project Based Learning,” with the Hud-
son Valley Writers’ Project, sponsored by SUNY New Paltz.

•	 Beck Rourke-Mooney (English) attended a workshop on 
young adult publishing, featuring author  KL Going, who 
will work with PDS students on campus this fall.

•	 Don Fried and Bernadette Condesso (college counseling 
office) participated in a one-week conference at Bryn Mawr 
College, sponsored by the Association of College Counselors 
at Independent Schools (ACCIS). They attended seminars on 
such topics as “Social Media in the Application Process” and 
“Understanding Admissions Data” and also toured and met 
with admissions representatives at several area colleges.

•	 Bernadette Condesso (history) was one of 16 participants se-
lected nationally to attend a five-week NEH seminar at Bard 
College’s Hannah Arendt Institute. She also participated in a 
three-day NYSAIS conference on how to research, organize 
and develop electronic texts for use in high school classrooms.

•	 Jonathan Heiles (science) served as a mentor teacher at the 
Astrobiology Teachers Institute of the NASA Astrobiology 
Center at RPI.

•	 Laura Hicks (theater arts) took three days of master classes 
with  professional directors, actors, writers, composers, all 
currently represented on Broadway, and also enjoyed talk ses-
sions with drama teachers from all over the world. 

PDS Students Engage in Research on 
Endangered Species 
Last summer Poughkeepsie Day School new high school science 
teacher, Brent Boscarino, PhD, worked with PDS juniors 
David Foley, Amalia Driller-Colangelo and Usama Hosain 
and senior Rosie Kaplan-Kelly to investigate the ecology and 
habitat preference of the invasive “bloody-red shrimp,” which 
has recently invaded the Great Lakes and Finger Lakes regions 
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of New York State. The project represented a joint collaboration 
between Brent and assistant professor Dr. Meghan Brown of 
Hobart and William Smith Colleges (HWS), who received 
funding from the US Fish & Wildlife Service to perform survey 
work of the shrimp infestation in an attempt to determine how 
far the species has spread and its relative abundance. Additional 
study, designed to test the habitat selection of the shrimp under 
different environmental conditions, such as light level, predator 
presence and substrate type, was conducted in laboratories 
on both the PDS and HWS campuses. PDS students helped 
to carry out many of these experiments as well as care for the 
animals in the laboratory. Findings from the summer will be 
sent out for publication in the journal Hydrobiologia in the 
summer of 2013.

Website Expands PDS Reach
The school’s new website is helping PDS to enhance and further 
facilitate communication among members of the PDS com-
munity as well as to more effectively connect with prospective 
families and donors. 

Over a year in the making, the site was designed in consulta-
tion with the enrollment and marketing office and members of 
the school’s marketing committee by Finalsite, a client-centered 
web software product company that uses state-of-the-art tech-
nology and specializes in work with schools. 

Among its exciting features, a new media gallery provides 
one-stop shopping for all that is going on at PDS through social 
networking sites such as Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter. It will 
also be home to a soon-to-be-introduced blog roll, classroom 
pages, alerts, sign-ups for sports and other school activities and 
much more. The new site is also mobile-device-friendly, so com-
munity members can readily view the PDS calendar and not 
miss upcoming events, such as games and meetings, and also 
access the employee directory as well as current news right from 
a smart phone or tablet. 

Head of school Josie Holford sees the website as offering “a 
fresh online face for the school, simplified navigation and easy 
access to key information.” As a work in progress, the site will 
need ongoing tweaking and, to that end, please send feedback 
directly to PDS web manager and community liaison Christina 
Powers (cpowers@poughkeepsieday.org).

Athletic Field Improvement Project
PDS is moving forward to bring much-needed improvements to 
the school’s outdoor athletic facilities. Spearheaded by the board 
of trustees’ athletics task force, co-chaired by parent trustees 
Valery Einhorn and Debra Pemstein, the full board gave its 
stamp of approval in December of 2011 to upgrades that will: 

•	 Enlarge and upgrade the existing soccer field

•	 Add a new baseball/softball diamond

•	 Improve the existing recreation/practice field for expanded 
use and safety

Says head of school Josie Holford, “Improved fields for rec-
reation, physical education and team sports will fully support 
the curriculum and better serve all PDS students, as well as 
promote retention and enrollment growth.”

Board Establishes PDS Roundtable
The PDS board of trustees recently authorized the establish-
ment of The PDS Roundtable to recognize the contributions of 
individuals who served with loyalty as a trustee of the school. 
During their service on the board, many trustees formed close 
relationships with their fellow trustees, and this new group 
of both former and current trustees provides an opportunity 
for renewing and continuing these relationships. Members 
of the Roundtable will come together annually for lunch and 
socializing as well as for discussion of new developments and 
plans for the future of PDS. The first meeting of the group was 
held in conjunction with the dedication of the Lawnin Gindele 
memorial garden. (See article on Lawnin Gindele below.)

Remembering 
Lawnin Robinson Gindele
Poughkeepsie Day School held a special luncheon last spring 
to remember Lawnin Gindele, alumni parent and former 
president of the PDS board of trustees. Known as “Lawnie,” 
she was the proud mother of five surviving Gindele daugh-
ters—Victoria ’70, Karen ’66, Abigail ’77, Julia ’79, Char-
lotte ’80—and the former wife of William Gindele, architect 
with Jeh Johnson of the school’s previous home on 39 New 
Hackensack Road. Her eldest daughter, Victoria, spoke mov-
ingly of her mother at the luncheon, as did alumni parent and 
former board president Allelu Kurten ’38 and alumni parents 
and former trustees Mims Gold and Fritzy Goodman, who 
spearheaded the planning for this event and worked with PDS 
to create an on-campus memorial garden, which was dedicated 
that day. 

Other guests in attendance included current parent trust-
ees Chris Bjork, Ty Brooks, Valery Einhorn and Elizabeth 

To learn how you can support the exciting Athletic Field Improvement Project, 
contact development director Bryan Maloney (845.462.7600, ext. 113; 
bmaloney@poughkeepsieday.org
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Lawnin Robinson Gindele 
(1926-2011)
Lawnin Gindele was born in St. Louis in 1926, but grew up on 
a farm and ranch near Scott City in western Kansas during the 
Dust Bowl and Great Depression. She skipped a grade in school, 
tested well, and at 16 entered Vassar College where in 1946 she 
earned a BA in German (to be a translator for the war effort).

She and William Gindele of Poughkeepsie, NY, met on a blind 
date and later married. After spending the beginning of their 
married life in Scott City, they settled in the Poughkeepsie area of 
the Hudson Valley. With their first two children in tow, Lawnie 
and Bill traveled through Europe for almost a year on Bill’s 
architectural fellowship, permanently adopting aspects of French 
and northern Italian culture and cuisine that shaped their family 
traditions for the decades to come and added flare to Lawnie’s 
community fund-raising cooking. 

Lawnie created an atmosphere at home based on fairness, 
compassion, equality, and conscientiousness. She took those same 
principles out to numerous community efforts when strategically 
fighting for social justice, working to break down barriers based 
on race, sex, class, and religion. Her five daughters, Karen, Vic-
toria, Abbie, Julia and Charlotte, all PDS alumnae, are eternally 
grateful for this example.

Lawnie’s lifelong recreation and passion was reading and study-
ing history. Those books lined walls of every room she lived in, 
accompanied by a running timeline of world historical events.

Kindergarten teacher Robbie Puglisi (with husband John Clarke and 
daughter Raina Clarke ‘06) was honored at a special retirement luncheon 
last spring in Gilkeson Center.  A veteran educator with 37 years in the 
classroom, Robbie taught at PDS for more than a decade, following many 
years at both Randolph School and Vassar College’s Wimpfeimer Nursery 
School as well as other early childhood learning centers. We wish her well!

Gundeck; alumni parent, grandparent and current community 
trustee Mary Gesek; Shari Hubner ’60; alumni parents and 
grandparents: Phebe Banta, Roger and Elizabeth (Liddy) Chris-
tenfeld, Elizabeth (Betty) Daniels, Dawn Effron, Alice Forman, 
Bill Gindele, Burt Gold, Zoey Gold, Jack Goodman, Shirley 
Handel, Jeh and Norma Johnson, Bill and Mary Lunt, Andy 
Miron, Bobbi Scheer and Stuart Tucker; and former community 
trustee Lorraine Roberts. 

To view a short slide show chronicling Lawnin Gindele’s life, 
visit http://www.pdscompasspoint.com/in-memory-of-lawnin-
robinson-gindele-1926-2011. To send condolences, contact 
Abigail Gindele at agindele@gmail.com.
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New members of the PDS faculty include (from left): Julie 
O’Sullivan, ESL and high school humanities; Brent Boscarino, high 
school science and Maria Forero, middle and high school Spanish. 
Not pictured: Javier Crespo, middle school Spanish (fall leave re-
placement), and Kristen Gehlhoff, middle and high school Spanish. 
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Allelu Kurten ‘38 greets alumni parent Dr. Jack Goodman at the 
June luncheon 
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cOllege accePtanceS Congratulations to our graduates! 

Bennington College
Boston University 2/1

Brandeis University ED

Brown University ED

Case Western Reserve University
Clark University 3
College of Charleston 
Connecticut College ED

Cornell University
CUNY Baruch College
Drexel University
Dutchess Community College

Eckerd College
Emerson College
Emmanuel College
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida Institute of Technology

Franklin and Marshall College
Hampshire College

Johns Hopkins University ED
Lewis and Clark College

Loyola Marymount University
Loyola University of New Orleans 2 
Macalester College
Manhattanville College
Mount Holyoke College
Muhlenberg College
New College of Florida
Polytechnic Institute of 
New York University
Occidental College
Pennsylvania State University

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2/1 ED

Sarah Lawrence College 2/1

Scripps College

Simmons College
Skidmore College 2/1 ED

Smith College 2

Commencement

Stone Hill College

Suffolk University
Susquehanna University
SUNY Binghamton University 2
SUNY College at Geneseo 3
SUNY College at New Paltz
SUNY College at Oneonta
SUNY College at Potsdam
SUNY University at Albany
Syracuse University
Union College 3/1

University of California at Berkeley

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
University of Miami 2
University of Rochester
University of San Francisco
University of Tampa 2
University of Vermont

Vassar College

Wheaton College

PDS commencement ceremonies on June 13 honored 19 seniors hailing from 12 commu-
nities across the Hudson Valley whose diverse interests include aviation, computer game 
design, environmentalism, philanthropy, public health and writing—just to name a few! 

Featured alumni speaker, Rebecca Yenawine ’90 urged the grads to “follow your own vi-
sion,” recounting how the school championed her own creative and entrepreneurial spirit. 
The executive director of New Lens, a youth-led nonprofit organization in Baltimore 
that helps young people create art and media to advocate for social change, Rebecca is a 
graduate of Goucher College and a master’s degree candidate at Johns Hopkins University. 
As an adjunct faculty member at the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) in the 
masters of community art program, she teaches a social justice curriculum and works with 
the college on research related to community art.

Emma Roellke ‘12 (left) poses with her sisters and father, former 
board vice president Chris Roellke, and her mother and board 
secretary, Kim Roellke, at Commencement reception

Rebecca Frumento ‘12 performed “Falling 
Slowly” by Glen Hansard and Markéta Irglová  

Peter Enriquez ‘12 delivers a rousing 
rendition of Pachelbel’s “Canon” at 
Commencement 

“I see the same support that 
nurtured me remains.” 

—rebecca yenawine ’90
from remarks to the Class of 2012
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Bold indicates student choices; numbers indicate multiple admissions . ED=Early Decision. 
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SeniOr internShiPS*

Artix Entertainment Lutz, FL
Brooklyn Grange Farm NYC 
Clearwater/Mystic Whaler Beacon 
The Community Foundation of Orange and Sullivan Montgomery
The Hackley School Tarrytown
Hudson Valley Magazine Poughkeepsie
La Luna Farm New Paltz 
Locust Grove/Horticultural Department Poughkeepsie
Mabou Mines (theater company) NYC
Manatee Observation and Education Center Fort Pierce, FL
Martian Entertainment NYC 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art/Government Affairs Office NYC
Mill Street Loft/Beacon Center Beacon
NewParent.com/TheParentAdvisor.com/Sharon.com Woodstock
Open Space Gallery Beacon
Orange County Airport Montgomery
Rhinebeck Animal Hospital Rhinebeck 
Staatsburgh/Mills Mansion Historic Site Staatsburg
Unified Court System/Orange County Criminal Court Goshen
Unified Court System/Orange County Family Court Goshen
Vassar Brothers Medical Center/Nutrition Department Poughkeepsie
Vassar College/Communications Office Poughkeepsie

                 *three seniors volunteered at dual sites
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SeniOrS receive rave reviewS 

Poughkeepsie Day School’s unique month-long, off-campus se-
nior internship program enables twelfth-grade students to pursue 
a passion, explore an emerging interest or try something totally 
new. Each May they participate actively in the larger community 
by volunteering under the auspices of an established organiza-
tion, institution or business. For more than 25 years PDS seniors 
have been sponsored locally as well as across the country and 
the world by a wide-variety of employers who have benefited 
from their ability to think creatively and critically, to complete 
tasks well and in a timely way and to contribute positively to the 
workplace. But don’t take our word for it! Here are just a few 
comments about PDS interns from this year’s sponsors:

“Self-motivated and not intimidated by any task”

“Written work is exceptional for someone of any age”

“Professional poise that is unusual in an 18-year-old”

“Extremely quick learner, diligent and careful worker”

“Has the aptitude to succeed in any career“

“Exuberant and creative”

Alumni joined in the celebration last spring. Pictured (clockwise from top left): Max Owen-Dunow ‘11 with Max Shpilman ‘12; Fatima Hosain 
‘11 and Emily Judson ‘11; Finny Marino ‘12 with sister Rhiannon Marino ‘05 ; Calle Knight ‘11, Brittany O’Halloran ‘11, Riley Feehan ‘12 and 
Natalie McKeon ‘11; and Maxwell Hegley ‘11, Zoe Vallas ‘10 and Jaffer Naqvi ‘11
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Leo Antelyes
 hometown  Poughkeepsie

   interests Computer game design and sports 

 known for Tech theater and solving 

 classmates computer issues 

 internship Vassar College Game 

 Design Research Poughkeepsie

       college  Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Anna Chazkel 
 hometown  New Paltz

   interests  Horses

  known for Compassion

 internship  La Luna Farm New Paltz

       college  Skidmore College

Erik DeArce
 hometown  New Paltz

   interests  Flying and diving

  known for Sense of humor

  internship  Orange County Airport Montgomery

       college  Florida Institute of Technology

Peter Enriquez
 hometown  Newburgh

   interests  Music

  known for Haitian Relief Benefit Concerts

  internship  Orange County Unified 

 Court Criminal Division Goshen

       college  Brown University ED

Riley Feehan 
 hometown  Stormville

   interests  Soccer and community service

  known for Diligence

  internship  Manatee Observation & 

 Education Center FL

       college  Union College

Rebecca Frumento 
 hometown  Cold Spring

   interests  Flute

  known for Thoughtfulness

  internship  Orange County Unified Court

 Family Court Division Goshen

       college  Scripps College

Sarah Goldhammer
 hometown  Ulster Park

   interests  Environmentalism

  known for Volunteer work 

 internship  Clearwater Beacon

       college  University of Vermont Honors Program

Spencer Hardy 
 hometown  Cold Spring

   interests  Public health

  known for Wit

 internship  Mabou Mines NYC

      college  Boston University

Sabrina Hart 
hometown  Staatsburg

   interests  Roller Derby

  known for Warmth

 internship  Rhinebeck Animal Hospital Rhinebeck

       college  Sarah Lawrence College 

Alyssa Klein
 hometown  Stormville

    interests  Graphic design

  known for Her shoes

 internship  Open Space Beacon 

 Vassar Brothers MC Poughkeepsie

       college  Connecticut College ED

Senior Snapshots
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Annabel Levy
 hometown   Woodstock 

    interests  Writing

  known for Punning

 internship  TheParentAdvisor.com, 

 NewParent.com & Sharon.com   

 Woodstock

       college  Hampshire College

Finnavar Marino
 hometown  Cold Spring

   interests  Women’s activism

  known for Creativity

 internship  Brooklyn Grange NYC

       college  Lewis & Clark College

Julia Raphael
 hometown    Wappingers Falls

   interests  Politics

  known for Poise

 internship  The Metropolitan Museum of Art NYC

 Locust Grove Poughkeepsie

        college  Johns Hopkins University ED

Emma Roellke
 hometown   Poughkeepsie

   interests  Writing

  known for Responsibility, dependability

 internship  Hudson Valley Magazine    

 Poughkeepsie

       college  Vassar College

Max Shpilman
 hometown   Staatsburg

   interests  Sports

  known for Sweet personality 

 internship  “Staatsburgh”/Mills Mansion   

 Historical Site Staatsburg

       college Brandeis University

Melissa Steinman
 hometown    Wappingers Falls

   interests  Visual art 

  known for Kindness

 internship  Mill Street Loft Poughkeepsie

       college Dutchess Community College

Jacob Straus
 hometown   Salt Point

   interests  Science, writing 

  known for Wit

 internship  Artix Entertainment (FL) & Martian   

 Entertainment NYC

       college University of California at Berkeley

Sarah Thomashower
 hometown   Garrison

   interests  Working with young children

 known for Determination

 internship  Hackley School Tarrytown

     college  Stone Hill College

Natasha Vega
 hometown   Newburgh

   interests  Crew, philanthropy

  known for Creating Kidz4Kauses 

 internship  Community Foundation of Orange 

 & Sullivan Montgomery

       college  Pennsylvania State University 

PhotoS: CourteSy of PdS yearBook Staff
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60s
Kudos to mary-charlotte Domandi, producer and host of the 
Santa Fe (NM) Radio Café on KSFR 101.1, one of five recent 
recipients of the 2012 Mayor’s Awards for her work supporting 
the creative community of Santa Fe and beyond. The first radio 
host ever to be given this award, Mary-Charlotte first broad-
cast her talk-show in 2003. Since then her daily program of 
interviews—spanning everything from politics and the environ-
ment to art, literature, and science—has developed a devoted 
audience and has won numerous awards. The Radio Café has 
repeatedly been voted “Best Radio Program” in Santa Fe by the 
readers of the Santa Fe Reporter. Her work earned the 2011 
New Mexico Book Association’s “Book in Hand Award” for 
“meritorious service to the literary communities in New Mex-
ico.” Mary-Charlotte and her show have also been praised by 
National Geographic’s Santa Fe Destination Guide, while Travel 
and Leisure’s City Guide to Las Vegas, Phoenix, and Santa Fe 
refers to her as a “public radio goddess.” She earned a Master of 
Arts in liberal education from St. John’s College in Santa Fe and 
a Bachelor of Arts cum laude in art history from Yale University. 
Read Mary-Charlotte’s remembrances of PDS below.

Shari hubner ’60 attended the special on-campus luncheon 
in memory of past PDS board president Lawnin Gindele in June. 
She is an attorney, with a specialty in elder law, in Poughkeepsie

30s 

allelu kurten ’38 was honored last spring when a community 
garden was dedicated in her name by parishioners of the historic 
St. James’ Church in Hyde Park, where she has been a member 
for more than 50 years. PDS is grateful to Allelu for her decades 
of service and support and wishes her well in her new Massa-
chusetts home. Read more about Allelu’s involvement with the 
Lawnin Gindele memorial luncheon on page 12.

40s 
We were sad to learn of the passing of Thomas f. Bull ’40 on 
November 11, 2011, in Millbrook, NY. Tom was born in Pough-
keepsie in 1926, attended Clinton School prior to studying at 
PDS and graduated from The George School (PA). He served 
in the Philippines with the Navy in World War II, and was a 
member of the initial class of the School of Industrial and Labor 
Relations at Cornell University, graduating in 1951. Our sincere 
condolences to his family, including wife Lynn (Layton Hep-
worth), and children, Andrea Bull Brainard and David Andrew 
Bull, and their spouses, Brad Brainard and Dover Chorley Bull.

50s
Read alumni profile of linguist and teacher haj ross ’52 (p. 24)

Class Notes 
Tell us what you’re up to! 

Send your notes to 
smoore@poughkeepsieday.org 

or via the PDS Alumni Association 
Facebook page 

www.facebook.com/PDSAlumniAssociation

Mary-Charlotte’s Remembrances of PDS
I went to Poughkeepsie Day School for only one year (1965-66), 
but I remember it vividly and loved it. I had just returned from 
Europe where my parents, both academics, had spent a sabbatical 
year. I spoke three languages and felt out of place because I was 
“different.” But the Day School embraced me. My best friend was 
mary ann fiorello; we were almost inseparable: “Mary Ann and 
Mary-Charlotte.” 

We started every day by saying the date and looking at the 
calendar and learned to tell time. We learned to read, and it all 
was fun and easy. The kindergarten room was huge, and each area 
was different, some with dolls, some with blocks, some with art 
supplies and cubbies for our galoshes—a place for everything. My 
teachers, Mrs. Brandow and Mrs. Stone, were loving and friendly. 
There was a nice playground and I remember running around 
outside, though I was naturally shy. We had a nap time every day 

Allelu Kurten ‘38 proudly displays her garden plaque as Rev. 
Chuck Kramer looks on
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questions—about work and my interests in theatre and what I 
was doing about them; pressing me to think differently and urg-
ing me to go and do and try. It was the same as it was 40 years 
ago and a real example of how an individual can both embody 
an institution and touch an individual. What an extraordinary 
gift to revisit an inspiration and have it be just as vital and rel-
evant as it was once. That’s PDS. That’s Sandy and Leo.”

80s 

Congrats to ellen Schubert ’81 on her marriage last March to 
Steve Birthisel (see photo above). Ellen’s twenty-year old son, 
Jordan, “one of the best people I know,” is studying engineering 
at the University of Central Florida. She sends “best wishes to 
PDS, the friends who are still there and all those who continue 
to make it one of the best places for learning…” 

It was great meeting kerin (Buckley) reeves ’82 at the 
May alumni gathering in NYC. A graduate of NYU, Kerin is a 
sales manager in NYC for the world-famous French perfumer 
diptyque.

What a great surprise to learn that PDS 4-5 teacher Doro-
thy (Penz) luongo is married to alumnus chris luongo ’84! 
And they have a beautiful baby girl, Harriet (see photo below), 
and live in Bethel, CT. Chris is the son of former PDS English 

70s 
michelle ribble ’71 is an award-winning choreographer, master 
instructor, producer, dancer and coach who has spent a lifetime 
working in classical ballet, tap dance, musical theater and jazz. 
She has choreographed for both stage and screen, and her work 
has been enjoyed by audiences worldwide, including venues 
such as the New York City Tap Festival, Kaatsbann International 
Dance Center, Vassar and Bard colleges and Dutchess and 
Ulster Community colleges. The former director of The New 
York Dance Center in Manhattan, Michelle serves as an adjunct 
professor at SUNY New Paltz and is currently a faculty member 
and education advisor to the American Tap Dance Foundation, 
a guest instructor for Steps on Broadway and a member of: the 
America Federation of Radio & Television Artists and Screen 
Actors Guild, among many professional associations. Michelle 
writes that she is “constantly on the move” sharing her talents 
and unique teaching skills “anywhere dancers are eager to learn.” 
A graduate of Arlington High School (because PDS did not yet 
have a high school program when she left in 9th grade), Mi-
chelle would love to hear from some of her old PDS classmates 
and pals. Email her at marvalousr@aol.com

victoria gindele ’73 spoke at the June luncheon honoring 
her late mother and past PDS board president Lawnin “Lawnie” 
Gindele. A graduate of Vassar College, Victoria is a realtor 
with Morgan Lane Real Estate, specializing in land sales for 
home building and vineyard development, as well as high-
end residential properties in the Bay Area and in the northern 
California wine country. Her new email is vgindele@gmail.com. 

Peter Dutton ’77 is the manager of the Clearwater Commu-
nity Residence in Poughkeepsie.

Following a recent visit with former PDS director Leo 
Opydycke and his wife and past PDS board president Sandra 
Opdycke, mark farnsworth ’77 writes: “Leo was asking typi-
cally Leo questions – pressing, probing, passionate, hard, funny 

Ellen Shubert ’81 with husband Steve and son Jordan
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on cots that were otherwise stacked at the edge of the room. I 
remember a rousing Easter egg hunt. I also remember taking 
standardized tests. While there is a lot of controversy around 
testing, I am glad I took those tests at PDS because they were 
administered without any tension, stress or expectation and, as a 
result, I was never afraid of tests, and usually did well on them.

The sense of freedom and exploration and total lack of un-
pleasant authority that I experienced at PDS made a profound 
impression on me. The following year I went to public school, 
which was fine, but as an adult I sometimes found myself wish-
ing that I’d been able to continue at PDS. I never felt judged 
or frightened, that I can recall. I think PDS was a wonderful 
beginning to my life. I have ever since sought out freedom and 
creativity and learning, and I believe the school played a role in 
shaping those sensibilities. Many thanks to my teachers and PDS!

 

The Luongo family
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teacher Mary Luongo. Says Chris: “Meeting Dorothy brought 
back memories of my time at the Day School in the 4th and 5th 
grades — two of the most wondrous years of my early life. I re-
member being so eager to get to school every day. Some favorite 
things were acting in skits; learning to turn simple observations 
into descriptive poems (thanks to former PDS teacher Lucia 
Mittlemark); exploring the farm across the street with my friend 
Brian Page ’85; and staring up at the wide open sky and letting 
my imagination wonder freely.” Following previous careers in 
the music business and in journalism, Chris now writes execu-
tive speeches and manages a corporate storytelling series, the 
Curiosity Shop, at IBM. He also does some acting “here and 
there” in local, amateur plays.

The acclaimed theater company, 13 P, founded by rob 
handel ’86, was the subject of a full-page article in the New 
York Times on Sunday, July 15, and featured in another article 
in the Wall Street Journal, on July 16. He also made his debut as 
an opera librettist with the premiere of six one-act operas at the 
Opera Theater of Pittsburgh.

Former PDS lower and middle school teacher k. geetha 
(murthy) holdsworth ’86 has a new job as director of diversity 
initiatives and 9th grade English teacher at Bosque School in Al-
buquerque, NM. Although not “progressive” in the PDS sense, 
Geetha says that it “reminds me of PDS in many ways so it feels 
like a homecoming.” 

virginia (“Page”) fortna ’87 is a professor of political sci-
ence (international relations) at Columbia University. She and 
her family – Pete Beeman, a public artist, and two daughters, 
Rosie age 6, and Linden, age 3 ½ – spend the school year in 
New York City and the summers in Portland OR. Page is cur-
rently on sabbatical in Portland, researching a new book on 
terrorism in civil wars and “hanging out with my kids, horse-
back riding a couple times a week, and generally enjoying the 
beautiful Pacific Northwest.”

Jason adams ’89 competed in an eight-day, 2,000- mile mo-
torcycle race, called the Australasian Safari Rally, in western Aus-
tralia. He was offered a seat aboard a vintage BMW motorbike, 
and “I could not refuse.” When not riding bikes, you can find 
Jason at work behind the scene at the Bardavon 1869 Opera 
House in Poughkeepsie.

90s
Communicator extraordinaire 
Jonah Sachs ’93 is the author 
of a fascinating new book, Win-
ning the Story Wars (Harvard 
Business Review Press). Called 
“brilliant” (Bill Bradley, former 
US senator and managing direc-
tor of Allen & Company) and a 
“how-to book for communica-
tors who want to change the 
world” (Fred Krupp, president, 

Environmental Defense Fund), the book is “a call to arms to 
build iconic brands and causes in service of a better future…
an invitation to see today’s marketing challenges as an adventure 
through a world of wonder, danger and limitless opportunity.” 
It’s an outgrowth of Jonah’s ground-breaking work as founder 
of Free Range Studios, the highly acclaimed graphic design and 
story-telling firm, and seeks to give individuals, companies and 
not-for-profits tools for creating inspiring brand identities that 
counter the “dark side” of marketing.

When you visit Poughkeepsie, be sure to check out Café 
Bocca, the pride and joy of entrepreneur and foodie erik 
morabito ’94. Eric opened the restaurant almost four years 
ago and is an active booster of Poughkeepsie’s “Little Italy” near 
Mount Carmel Square. Last spring he began an exclusive busi-
ness relationship with Empire Cruise Lines, providing catering 
services aboard their Sightseeing Tour Boat the M.V. Mystere 
which is docked at Poughkeepsie’s waterfront.

The Bad Guys, a new one-act play by alena Smith ’98, de-
buted Off-Broadway last spring (Second Stage production) and 
ran through June at Manhattan’s McGinn/Cazale Theater.

00s
Daniel rothman ’00 (Brown ’04; MBA, UC Santa Barbara 
’10) is the director of business development at Healthix, one of 
the largest independent regional health information organiza-
tions (RHIO) in the country. He lives in Brooklyn.

An adjunct professor of art at Parsons the New School for 
Design, ayala (yali) lewis ’01, received her undergraduate 
degree from Yale and her MFA from Parsons.

Congratulations to riana moring-Paris ’02 and eric Justes-
sen ’01, who were married in Rhinebeck earlier this fall! The 
couple lives in Brooklyn.

Class Notes

Adam Lundquist Baz ’02 poses in front of a gigantic Metro poster 
announcing his art show in Metz, France last spring. Congrats!
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lachlan markay ’05 lives in Washington, DC and is an 
investigative reporter for The Heritage Foundation. He can be 
seen (often!) on Fox News commenting on various political 
candidates and activities. Brother griffin markay ’08 graduated 
last May from Colgate and will be teaching English in China 
this academic year.

NYU grad marie catalano ’06 is an archivist and studio pho-
tographer for Jenny Holzer Studio, LLC. She lives in Brooklyn. 

anna gorman ’06 is an executive assistant at Community 
Resource Exchange (CRE), a nonprofit management consult-
ing firm that “makes New York City’s nonprofit organizations 
stronger and more effective in fighting poverty and advancing 
social justice.”

noah DeBiase ’02 recently launched a series of arts podcasts 
(ArtistsInternetRadio.com) “aimed at bringing originality and 
positivity to the arts community.” Says Noah, “It’s far more 
work than I had first imagined, but it’s incredibly rewarding, 
and feels like the right thing for me right now. He’s living in 
Astoria, Queens. 

Samantha hoe ’03 has opened her own dance studio called 
The Pennsylvania Academy of Dance(!) Check out her website: 
www.paacademyofdance.com. 

Acclaimed pianist mannon hutton-Dewys ’03 has begun 
doctoral study in classical piano at CUNY’s Graduate Center 
and says, “the program is really heavy on academic work but 
I’m so happy to be there.” Manon recently returned from a trip 
to China, where she played for a United Nations World Peace 
Day event in Henan province. To learn more about her amazing 
career, visit manonhuttondewys.com.

Drew nobile’ 03, who wrote the music for the now classic 
“Thank You” song, as part of the score for the PDS original mu-
sical “Life on Earth,” won the 2011 Patricia Carpenter Award at 
CUNY for his paper Form and Voice Leading in Early Beatles 
Songs. Congratulations Drew. And thank you for the music!

alison toepp ’03 is a control vocabulary editor at Artstor, 
the mega online image library for the arts and sciences. In that 
capacity she verifies all details related to catalogued art work, 
including the correct spelling of names and nationality of artists. 

ivan cash ’04 has a book coming out this fall, called Snail 
Mail My Email (Sourcebooks), based on the art project of the 
same name  (http://snailmailmyemail.org). Read his story at right.

Traveler, educator and activist april cattell ’04 is running a 
community outreach program in Ecuador that fosters relation-
ships between local non-profits and traveling Europeans and 
North Americans who come to the country to learn Spanish and 
volunteer. She’s also helping to create a consortium of businesses 
that will work together to promote local development in a 
healthy and grass-roots way. To find out more, read April’s blog: 
http://aventurasdeabril.wordpress.com/

Rebecca Yenawine ’90 was the featured speaker at PDS Commence-
ment ceremonies last June. As the executive director of New Lens, 
a youth-led nonprofit organization in Baltimore, she helps young 
people create art and media to advocate for social change.
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“In July 2011, I 
quit (what I thought 
was) my dream job in 
search of a more bal-
anced lifestyle. Letter 
writing had always 
been a passion but one 
I’d neglected while 
working full time in 
the corporate world.

Two weeks later, I 
created Snail Mail My 
Email, a month-long 
online art project with the goal of sending handwritten letters 
to as many people as possible while building excitement about 
letter writing in the process. The project’s website offered these 
simple instructions:

Type a message to a friend, family member, pet, politician     
or lover, and email it to snailmailmyemail@gmail.com. Then    
sit back and relax while your email is handwritten, sent out,   
and delivered to the recipient of your choosing, completely free 
of charge!

The project hit quite an emotional nerve, as I immediately was 
bombarded with letter requests. Lucy, a recent NYU grad living 
in Shanghai, reached out to offer her services as a volunteer letter 
writer. The idea of “crowdsourcing” a team of volunteer letter 
writers seemed the way to go, and I was completely floored when 
I posted my request for help online and people I’d never met 
eagerly responded. Our international team soon numbered 234!

At month’s end, 10,457 handwritten letters had been sent 
out (with postage covered by the volunteers) to more than 70 
countries, spanning all seven continents. These “letter artists” 
were asked to document their work and the letter’s route before 
mailing, resulting in an archive from which this book’s selections 
are drawn.

Clearly, there are many ways to find more human connections 
within our technology-laden lives. Some may choose, as I did, to 
walk away from their jobs, but walking to a mailbox might work 
just as well.”
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ella wise ’06 is studying for an MA in urban, community 
and regional planning at UC, Berkeley.

Our favorite poet and rapper, Josh Smith ’07 (Wesleyan 
’11) has just released an album, called Analog. Josh and friends 
recorded the tracks in Woodstock. Give a listen: http://meland-
josh.bandcamp.com/

When not playing music or in the studio, Josh splits his time 
between an editorial internship with PEN American and supervis-
ing the after-school program at Bank Street School for Children. 

With a newly-minted BA from Hobart and William Smith 
Colleges, lucia (“luke”) Berliner ’08 is beginning a stint 
teaching kindergarten through Teach for America.

Recent St. Lawrence U. grad kathryn Buccelli ’08 is moving 
to Burlington, VT.

lucas moore ’08, graduated at the top of his class in Cooper 
Union’s School of Art and received the prestigious Jacques and 

Natasha Gelman Trust Prize for academic and artistic excel-
lence at commencement ceremonies in May. Luke works as a 
photographer’s assistant in the creative department of Macy’s 
and lives in Brooklyn. 

A 2012 graduate of Hamilton College, talia Steiman ’08 
plans to go to graduate school for a PhD in chemistry. Cur-
rently, she’s taking a year “off” and traveled around Europe last 
summer, visiting seven countries there. 

elizabeth moulic ’09 (Smith ’13) recently returned from 
Geneva, Switzerland where she spent her junior year study-
ing abroad at the Université de Genève. While there, she was 
awarded the Rousseau Prize for academic excellence which 
also recognizes “a commitment to more fluent expression in 
French and a demonstrated interest in fully exploring the 
cultural opportunities offered by the Geneva program”. The 
recipient also of fellowship she was offered with the Center  
for Environment and Population as well as a grant through 
Smith College, Elizabeth is currently working at Friends 
of United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), an NGO 
partnered with UNFPA that promotes women’s reproductive 
health and rights worldwide. This fall, when she returns to 
Smith for her senior year she will join the college residence 
staff as a head resident.

Last summer, eliza reynolds ’09 (Brown ’14) wrapped up 
nine months of work in Vienna for Women Without Borders, 
an international political NGO, and spent a month in the UK 
traveling, hiking, writing, and studying dance. The book she 
co-authored with mom Sil Reynolds, Mothering & Daughter-
ing: Keeping Your Bond Strong Through the Teen Years (Sounds 
True), is due out this coming April.

10s
Last summer, nory kaplan-kelly ’10 (U. of Chicago ’14) 
worked for the Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights 
Under Law, Inc’s Fair Housing Project where she learned 
about equal and integrated housing. Nory conducted initial 
interviews of prospective clients and also was involved in an 
independent project that looks at homeless youth from a fair 
housing perspective. During her first year at UChicago, Nory 
was one of only 25 students accepted into the prestigious Law, 
Letters, and Society program (a program that looks at legal his-
tory, legal rhetoric, and the role of law in society). Says Nory, 
“I’m really enjoying my time at the U of C and am participat-
ing in a lot of student organizing (both LGBTQ and most 
recently, health care, immigration, and anti-racism related, all 
together and separately haha).”

Last summer, maxwell hegley ’11 (Sarah Lawrence ’15) 
completed the Powerhouse Theater apprentice program at Vas-
sar College. He played Cassius in a production of Shakespeare’s 
Julius Caesar, which was staged in an outdoor amphitheater 
on campus. Max says he loves the students, faculty and theatre 
opportunities at Sarah Lawrence and the fact that, like PDS, it 
emphasizes narrative reports rather than grades.
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Class Notes

Luke Moore ’08 catches up with Olivia Murphy ’08 at his college 
commencement party last May
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Molly Lundquist Baz ’06 loves her job as a line cook at the highly 
acclaimed Allswell is Brooklyn.
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Preston kemeny ’11 (Princeton ’15) spent last summer at 
the Mpala Research Centre in northern Kenya studying isotope 
hydrology, and then returned to Princeton where he is pursuing 
a degree in physics.

Check out the July issue of Hudson Valley magazine and read 
the feature story on area wineries and, in particular, the piece 
written by emma roellke ’12 during her unpaid senior intern-
ship there. Kudos to Emma, a freshman at Vassar, on her first 
public byline!

 
FORMER FACULTY

f. herbert Barnes

We were sad to learn, from Debbie Stone ’55, of the passing of 
former PDS teacher F. Herbert Barnes. After working at PDS he 
became a social worker, retired in Florida and is survived by his 
wife. Please send us your remembrances of him. 

Peter yoder

Our sincerest condolences to the family of Peter Yoder—in-
cluding his wife, carolyn ann (merriell) yoder ’72—who 
passed away on September 6, 2012 at age 75. Peter served as 
the school’s assistant director and director of development, and 
was instrumental in organizing the addition of grades 10-12 
from 1968 to 1971, under director Leo Opdycke. Born in New 
York City, he grew up in Nashville, TN, and was a graduate of 
Westtown School (PA), class of 1955, and Hamilton College 
’60. Full notice: 
http://bangordailynews.com/2012/09/10/obituaries/
peter-d-yoder/

PDS alumni from the Class of 2011 speak to juniors and seniors 
during the annual “Transition from High School to College” discus-
sion in Kenyon House, sponsored by the college counseling and 
development offices. They are (left to right): Calle Knight, Max 
Owen-Dunow, Maxwell Hegley, Jacob Slade-Baxter , Sophia Wal-
lach and Emily Judson.
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In Memoriam

Eveline Beaver Omwake
October 1, 1911 - August 19, 2012 

Former PDS director, Eveline Beaver Omwake, passed away 
peacefully at Highland Farms Retirement Community, Black 
Mountain, NC at the age of 100. A life-long educator, Miss 
Omwake spent her entire life “quietly doing for others.” She was 
a graduate of the Grier School (PA), earned a BA from Ursinus 
College, an MA from Teachers College, Columbia University and 
was granted a Doctorate of Humane Letters from Ursinus College. 

Miss Omwake began her career in 1940 at Vassar College 
where, as assistant professor of child study and chair of the Chil-
dren’s School of the Vassar Summer Institute, she concurrently 
served as the head of PDS. From 1952 to 1964, she was assistant 
professor in the Child Study Center at Yale University where she 
also was the director of the center’s laboratory nursery school. In 
1964, Miss Omwake became professor of child study and depart-
ment chair at Connecticut College, remaining there until she 
retired as professor emeritus in 1977. 

An active advocate for young children, Miss Omwake was 
the president of the National Association for the Education of 
Young Children (1966-1970), a member of the Surgeon General’s 
Scientific Advisory committee to study the effects of television 
on social behavior (1969-1971) and of the National Reading 
Council 1970-1972). She also served on the Day Care Council 
of the Connecticut State Health Department (1968-1971), the 
Governor’s Advisory Committee to the Department of Children 
and Youth Services, Connecticut (1974-1979), and the United 
Way Board of New London, Connecticut where she chaired its 
Social Planning Council (1976-1980). 

Throughout her career she served as a consultant to nursery 
and primary schools, day care centers, and Project Head Start. 
She also lectured to professional groups and contributed to pro-
fessional journals. After moving to Highland Farms, she served 
eight years as editor of its newsletter. She also volunteered at a 
local day care center and as a reading partner at a local school and 
served as president of the Swannanoa Valley Child Care Council. 

She was also devoted to her many Cairn Terriers. Eveline 
Omwake was a truly great lady who will be remembered by 
those she helped and all who knew her. Surviving are two nieces, 
Jill Stubblefield of Charlottesville, VA and Matilda Kistler of 
Morganton, NC; a nephew, John Omwake of Christiansburg, 
VA; and a great-niece, Sarah Rosebrock of Charlottesville, VA. 
She was also preceded in death by her brother, Stanley Omwake. 
In accordance with Miss Omwake’s wishes, her body was donated 
to the Bowman Gray Medical Center in Winston-Salem, NC. 
A private graveside service will take place in Collegeville, PA at 
a later date. Memorials can be made in Miss Omwake’s name 
to Children and Friends Day Care Center, 3126 U.S. 70, Black 
Mountain, NC 28711. Brigman Funeral Service 501 W State 
Street, Black Mountain (669-8121) is assisting the family.

Published in The Mercury on August 29, 2012



Haj Ross ’52
Linguist and Teacher
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courses taught
Syntax (all levels); Phonology; Semantics; Pragmatics; Univer-
sal Grammar; Logic and Language; The Structure of English; 
English Phonology; The Structure of German; Field Methods 
(Xitxangani, Ekegusii, Laguna, American Sign Language); Psy-
cholinguistics; Sociolinguistics; Language and Culture; Poetics; 
Art and Science; the Music of Poetry and vice versa, Metaphor

hometown: Boston, MA 
current residence: Denton, TX
years at PDS: 1948 – 1952
My mother knew of the school and enrolled me and my 
younger brother Duncan when we came to live in Poughkeepsie 
from Sudbury, MA. I left for Phillips Academy (Andover) when 
I graduated from PDS in eighth grade.

 
undergraduate college
Yale University ’60, AB in Linguistics 

While at Yale, I found the only undergrad course in lin-
guistics: Love at first sight. I also studied abroad in Germany, 
taking courses in communication theory, language and music 
at Friedrich-Wilhems-Universität (Bonn) and general studies at 
both Freie Universität and Technische Universität (West Berlin).

graduate Study
University of Pennsylvania ’64, AM in Linguistics
MIT ’67, PhD in Linguistics

Master’s Thesis / Supervisor: “A Partial Grammar of English 
Superlatives” / Zellig Harris

Doctoral Dissertation / Supervisor: “Constraints on Variables 
in Syntax” / Noam Chomsky

Alumni Profile

The unleashed power of the atom has 
changed everything save our modes 
of thinking. And thus we drift toward 

unparalleled catastrophe. 
 
   —Albert Einstein 

Haj Ross with son Nick 
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Scholar, world traveler and 21st century thinker, Haj Ross 
graduated from PDS 50 years ago. Today his philosophy of 

education still echoes the progressive tenets upon which the 
school was founded and continues to thrive.

Previous experience (a sampling) 
Director, Doctoral Program in Poetics, University of North Texas 
Professor, Department of English, University of North Texas
Assistant, Associate and Professor of Linguistics, MIT 1966-1984
Visiting professor at numerous institutions in the USA and 
around the world, including Barnard College, Brown University, 
Georgetown University, SUNY-Buffalo; UMass-Amherst; UNC-
Chapel Hill

fellowships and grants
DAAD (German Academic Exchange) Fellow, Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow, National Science Foundation Grant, Guggenheim Fel-
low, among others
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fondest memories
My teachers would let me go out on the stairs in the “old” 
building on Hooker and Grand avenues and play the guitar after 
I had finished the lessons that everybody else was working on. It 
was a wonderful place!

current hobbies and interests
Jazz, guitar, painting with magic markers

 

recommended reading
The Seven Mysteries of Life, by Guy Murchie; Ishmael: An Ad-
venture of the Mind and Spirit, by Daniel Quinn, and his other 
book, Providence.

 
current Passion/inspiration
Revolutionizing education (see box below)! I highly recommend 
watching TED.com, particularly talks by Sir Ken Robinson, I 
am also a fan of John Taylor Gatto and Parker Palmer. 

 

languages
German and Brasilian Portuguese: A decent amount of knowl-
edge; Arabic, Danish-Swedish, Dutch, French, Italian, Japanese, 
Russian, Spanish: Moderate to a smidgin

current Position
Professor of Linguistics and Poetics
Department of Linguistics and Technical Communication, 
University of North Texas

 
current Professional focus
I have devoted my entire career to the study of linguistics. My 
current areas of interest include universal grammar; syntax; 
metaphor; poetics; language and world view; humor; deep learn-
ing; intuition and creativity. 

favorite PDS teachers and activities 
Sheila Emerson, Margaret Strehlau (who taught me to play the 
guitar), Julian Smyth (who pointed me towards being the sci-
entist I am), Frieda Alt, who was a great art and music teacher, 
Mrs. Seymour, who taught me and Jay Sklar, the only other 
eighth grader in my class. Latin! AND: Mrs. Mitchell, the great 
cook!! And Mrs. Cashin, the hard-working secretary.

The really valuable thing is the Intuition. 
The intellect has little to do on the road 

to discovery. There comes a leap in 
consciousness, call it Intuition or what 

you will, and the solution comes to you 
and you don’t know how or why. 

      
—Albert Einstein 

Haj Ross relaxing with granddaughter Stella
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Spaulding House in the city of Poughkeepsie, where PDS began in 
1934 and Haj Ross was a student
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From Haj ross: an agenda

“I seek a profound change in the way we think, a change which 
must be accompanied by a change in the way we learn. My focus 
for learning is on Gregory Bateson’s notion of deutero-learning, 
or learning how to learn. The changes in thinking / learning are 
fusional, along many dimensions. I follow Morris Berman in 
his insistence that we need to fuse fact and value; I see such a 
blending as a part of an even greater flowing together. I suggest 
that we fuse science, art, religion and philosophy – that we treat 
them all as being ways of seeing or perhaps as being facets of one 
great nameless jewel. And that we replace the hierarchic notion 
of teaching with the symmetrical concept of COLEARNING—
that we see everyone in the classroom as one kind of learner or 
another, with the differences between us being only those of lev-
els of learning, along a hierarchy which starts like this: learning, 
teaching, teaching teachers, teaching teachers of teachers, . . . .”    
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From the Board President

revenue and expenses
2011-2012

revenue 

88.2%
Tuition

1.4% - After-School 
                 and Rental

2.9% - Food Service

 3.7% - Annual Giving and
                   Fundraising Events

3.8.% - Other

Board president Stan Lichens addresses the 
Class of 2012 in June
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0.1% - Food Service

0.1% - After School and
 Other Programs

13.3%
Building 

and
Grounds

16.8%
Financial Aid

20%
Administration

49.7%
Instructional

expenses

The 2011-2012 year was an exciting and successful one for Poughkeepsie Day 
School. Highlights included launching a new international student program, 
meeting a fundraising challenge for our Digital Citizenship Project, completing a 
new Middle School Learning Community and planning for enhancements to our 
athletic fields. 

Through our new international student program we welcomed eight wonderful 
high school students from China. All of them returned this fall along with eight 
additional students from China and one each from Italy, Kyrgyzstan and Germany. 
The program enhances our ability to graduate students who think globally and 
understand complexity and multiple perspectives.

We successfully met a fundraising challenge from the Edward E. Ford Founda-
tion to develop a Digital Citizenship Project, a mission driven approach to teaching, 
learning and ethical conduct in the digital era. By raising $50,000 for this project 
by the December 31, 2011 deadline the school received a $50,000 matching grant 
from the foundation, making a total of $100,000 available for this exciting initia-
tive. (Read more about this exciting project in head of school Josie Holford’s letter 
on page 3.)

To advance our commitment to creating a learning environment that will support 
innovative teaching and learning, our teachers worked with Fielding Nair Interna-
tional, leaders in 21st century school architecture, and designing learning spaces 
where form follows function, to build a new personalized and collaborative learning 
community for our middle school. The inside renovations were completed over 
the summer, with outdoor project terraces soon to be added. With enrollment in 
the high school significantly increasing, the creation of the middle school learning 
community freed up a science lab in Gilkeson Center for use by the high school and 
enabled us to renovate the Kenyon science lab into a large seminar room for use by 
science and humanities classes. 

In addition, our Athletics Field Task Force worked hard to set the stage for the 
2012-13 renovation and expansion of our athletic fields, including an expanded and 
improved soccer field, a baseball and softball diamond and an improved practice/
recreation field.

Much credit and gratitude goes to my fellow trustees who give so much to the 
school through their active participation on the board and through their work on 
board committees. Committee work addressed many strategic priorities including 
the school by-laws revision, enrollment and transportation, project planning, budget 
analysis and reporting and support of fundraising initiatives. Board committee 
chairs and members are listed in the volunteer leadership section.

I want to take this opportunity to personally thank and recognize departing 
trustees Christine Chale, Andrea Klein, Kyle Ramkissoon and Nadine Raphael for 
their outstanding commitment to the school. Their dedicated efforts in support of 
our mission and students were inspiring. 

On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I extend sincere thanks to all who helped to 
advance learning at PDS last year. 

Stan Lichens
President
Board of Trustees
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Dear Friends,

This past summer my reading list included Walter Isaacson’s Albert Einstein: His Life 
and Universe. Isaacson’s descriptions of Einstein’s curiosity and imagination were a 
wonderful window into the way his mind worked. 

Einstein believed that “a society’s competitive advantage will come not from how well 
its schools teach the multiplication and periodic tables, but from how well they stimu-
late imagination and creativity.” So many of his views about schools and education 
reminded me of Poughkeepsie Day School, where learning flourishes in collaborative 
environments and learners thrive when they invest hope, energy, time and imagination. 

In the following pages we are pleased to be able to thank and recognize each and 
every donor and volunteer who contributed to making the 2011-2012 school year an 
exciting one for our students. Their generosity of time, talent and resources helped 
make Poughkeepsie Day School such a wonderful community of learners in 2011-
2012, one that I believe would make Dr. Einstein smile.

On behalf of our teachers, staff, and especially our students, I extend heartfelt gratitude.

Sincerely,

Bryan M. Maloney
Director of Development

unrestricted   $104,444

 PDS Annual Fund   $104,444

restricted    $103,860

 E. E. Ford Foundation Challenge    $89,480 
 Class of 2012 Senior Parent Gift       $3,045
 Middle School Learning Community Project      $7,635

Athletic Fields Project       $2,500
 Other Restricted         $1,200

fundraising events    $43,261

 PDS Parents Association Fundraisers     $2,741
 Auction       $40,520

gifts-in-kind       $2,151

total      $249,775

*Unaudited figures. Audited figures were not yet available at 
press time but can be obtained from the Business Office.

“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” 

—Albert Einstein
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annual giving
2011-2012*

July 1, 2011 to 
June 30, 2012

It’s all about learning
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Recognition of Giving

SPAuLDING SoCIETY
$25,000 or more

Spaulding House, Poughkeepsie Day 
School’s original home from 1934 to 
1963, was located on the corner of Grand 
and Hooker avenues in the City of Pough-
keepsie. The large center-hall colonial 
had a warm and inviting atmosphere and 
an adjacent barn where “magical” drama 
productions were staged. Through their 
thoughtful philanthropy, members of the 
Spaulding Society sustain the school’s leg-
acy as a pioneer in innovative education.

Edward E. Ford Foundation 

 “39” SoCIETY
$10,000 - $24,999

To accommodate its growing enrollment 
the school raised funds to build a new 
modern facility at 39 New Hackensack 
Road on the Vassar College campus. In 
1963 the school moved into this new 
home, a 20,000 square-foot structure 
designed by parent architects William 
Gindele and Jeh Johnson. Through their 
generosity, members of The “39”Society 
exemplify the dedication and drive neces-
sary to meet new challenges in a rapidly 
changing world.

David & Mary Ann Silver

KENYoN SoCIETY
$5,000 - $9.999 

Kenyon House, built in 1913, was once the mansion on the “Cliffdale” estate of 
industrialist Clarence Kenyon, known for establishing factories to take workers out 
of home sweatshops. His daughter, Helen Kenyon, a Vassar College alumna, was a 
vigorous fundraiser for her alma mater and the first woman elected chair of the Vas-
sar College board of trustees. She was active in the community and a fighter for the 
underprivileged with interests in education, religion, politics, public welfare and com-
munity progress. The estate was bought by IBM in 1944. The mansion served IBM as a 
research laboratory and later as a guest house and education center. Purchased by PDS 
in 1995, Kenyon House is home to the high school and administrative offices. Through 
their generous gifts to advance Poughkeepsie Day School, members of the Kenyon 
Society epitomize the activism and commitment of the Kenyons.

LEADERSHIP GIVING

Anonymous (2)
Mary M. Gesek
Louisa Heyward

Josie Holford
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Poulos
Jonathan & Kim Urban

BIG RooM CLuB
$2,500 - $4,999

The large, open multi-purpose space, called the Big Room, was the center of communi-
ty life at “39,” PDS’s New Hackensack Road home from 1963 to 1995. The Big Room 
served as cafeteria, library, theater, classroom and meeting area, often at the same time! 
It was where younger and older PDS students interacted and was the setting for four-
square games, Renaissance festivals, all-school dinners and the birthplace of the original 
musical. Through their generous gifts, members of the Big Room Club strengthen the 
educational experience of the community of learners at PDS.

Dan Greenberg & Joann Alvis
Julie Kroloff
The M & T Charitable Foundation 

Poughkeepsie Day School Parents Association
Dean Vallas & Debra Pemstein
John Wallach & Amanda Thornton

Gifts to the Annual Fund support our vibrant athletic program 
which welcomes athletes of all ability and experience levels and 
promotes such PDS core values as teamwork and fair play
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The following listings recognize gifts of resources, talent and time to 
Poughkeepsie Day School during the 2011-2012 fiscal year from 
July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012.

We are deeply grateful to our community of donors for all of their contri-
butions to support learning at PDS.  While every effort has been made to 
ensure the accuracy of these lists, please don’t hesitate to contact the devel-
opment office at 845-462-7600, ext.109 if an error has been made.
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Your support of PDS fundraising initiatives ensures that classrooms are joyful and stimulating places for PDS students today and in the future
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Theater has been an essential component of the PDS experience since students in the 30s first performed plays in the barn at the “old school” on 
Hooker and Grand avenues. A gift to the PDS Annual Fund helps us continue this beloved PDS tradition. 
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CoMPASS CLuB
$1,000 - $2,499

Adopted as the official school logo 
when PDS moved to 39 New Hackensack 
Road, the compass symbolizes the value of 
a PDS education: a useful and enduring 
tool for finding one’s calling or path in 
life. In 2008 the design of the compass 
logo was updated to emphasize the global 
nature of a PDS education and underscore 
the school’s motto: many minds, one 
world. The vital support of Compass Club 
members helps to ensure the relevancy 
and value of a PDS education. 

Anonymous 
Michael & Lisa Arnoff ‘80
Hamid Azari-Rad & Chista Safajou 
James & Mary Louise Ball
Anthony Bax & Sabrina Ferguson
Thomas Bull ‘40*
Martha Burns & Carol Bahruth 
Capone Family Fund
Christopher & Jill Capone
The Chazen Companies 
Hal & Valery Einhorn 
Mrs. Estelle Ellis
Stephen Enriquez & Ann Patsalos-Enriquez 
Michael Finder & Andi Novick
Ethan & Elizabeth Gundeck
Johan & Laurie Hedlund

Kenwood Foundation 
Joel & Andrea Klein
Gilbert Krom
Bernard Lunn & Julia Spiegel
Bryan Maloney 
Takashi & Sharlene Oyagi
James Page & Amy Sherman ‘67
Kyle & Vanessa Ramkissoon
Nadine Raphael
Christopher & Kim Roellke 
Mitchell Senft & Donna Ellis
Keith & Kristin Slifstein 
Mark Stapylton & Alisa Kwitney
Elisabeth Straus 
Alex & Liz Vinogradov
Barry Wacksman 
Dr. John T. Whelan ‘87

EAGLES CLuB
$500 - $999

The Eagle Society is a longstanding rite 
of passage for PDS lower school students. 
Students become members of the Eagle 
Society by reciting their favorite poems, 
including The Eagle by Alfred, Lord 
Tennyson (1851) and the much beloved 
Jabberwocky, by Lewis Carroll (1872). 
Through their gifts members of the Eagles 
Club recognize that giving is a vital 
expression of community that enables the 
school to keep moving forward. 

BLT4 Charitable Lead Trust
Bronwyn Bevan
Nicholas & Nancy Booke
Peter & Elizabeth Brofman 
Donald & Julie Cepiel
Ira & Mette Coleman 
Ernesto & Kimberly Conde
Daniel Freedman & Christine Chale 
Eric & Barbara Gillman
Anya L. Ginandes ‘95
Steven & Lorraine Greene
Handel Foundation
Scott & Jill Kalb 

David Kaminski & Jennifer Berlind
Frederik Kjeldsen & Lorraine Seach 
Anthony & Marla Lando
Stan Lichens & Lois Guarino
Mark & Kathleen Metzger
Paul ’83 & Katie Metzger 
Wendy Parish
Michael Rusnock & Leslie Carroll 
Matthew & Alicia Tether
Felix Vega & Michele Winchester-Vega
John & Renee Weisman
Jeffrey Wiseman & Alice Hawkins
Harry & Jennifer Yan

NAVIGAToRS CLuB
$250-$499

By a student vote in 2009, Navigators 
was selected as the name for PDS athletic 
teams. The name relates to the school 
logo, the compass, and testifies to how 
PDS students see themselves: smart, 
thoughtful, resourceful individuals with 
the ability and courage to forge a unique 
identity and discover their place in the 
larger world. Through their gifts, mem-
bers of the Navigators Club enable our 
students to fully realize their passion 
and potential.

Naeem Aftab & Abida Mallick
Andlynn Construction Inc.
Musa & Aisha Badat 
Mrs. Jane Barber Smith 
Dale Bramwell & Deborah Hill-Bramwell 
Gregory & Claire Browne
Richard & Michele Chazkel
Gary Cohen 
Ian Crane & Jaye Thacker 
David Daub & Deirdre Leber 
Aegis Frumento & Jane Vagnoni
John Galbraith & Katie Green
Gerard & Joanne Galluscio
General Mills Box Tops for Education 
Dr. & Mrs. Jack Goodman
Mr. & Mrs. Lester A. Greenberg 
David Hardy & Stephanie Rudolph
Syed & Romana Hosain
Salah & Kefah Jamal
Marc Kemeny & Claire Cosslet

Peter & Mary Ellen Kenny 
Don Klybas & Caroline Danford 
Georgia Knisey
Allelu L. Kurten ‘38
Marshall & Sterling Insurance
Stephen Meagher & Stacey Penlon
Millrock Technology Inc
Sandra Moore
Caroline Morse
Feza Oktay ’81 & Diane von Roesgen Oktay
Scott Pauli & Catherine Harris
Mrs. Virginia Pinchbeck
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Powers
Nicholas Quested & Kyra Simmons
Glenn & Andrea Soberman
Judah ’58 & Deborah Sommer
Daniel Sparks & Karen Unger
Barbara Swanson
Scott & Lucia Swartz
Marc Thompson & Mi Sun Lee
Jim Todd & Kitty Adamo 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Hamid Azari-Rad
Christine Chale
Mette Coleman
Valery Einhorn
Mary Gesek
Elizabeth Gundeck
Andrea Klein
Stan Lichens 
Debra Pemstein
Kyle Ramkissoon
Nadine Raphael
Kim Roellke
Mark Stapylton
Julie Stevenson
Amanda Thornton
Renee Weisman

PARENTS
Allaeddin & Randa Abdelrahman
Naeem Aftab & Abida Mallick
Charles & Christine Agro
Jane Amsden
Peter Antelyes & Leslie Dunn
Avery & Linda Arzu
Hamid Azari-Rad & Chista Safajou
Musa & Aisha Badat
James & Mary Louise Ball
Wayne & Laura Baratta
Anthony Bax & Sabrina Ferguson
Bronwyn Bevan
Christopher & Etsuko Bjork
Henry & Jayne Boehringer
Sara Bragdon
Dale Bramwell & Deborah Hill-Bramwell
Peter & Elizabeth Brofman
Arthur & Tyyine Brooks
Thomas ’82 & Erica Brooks
Christopher & Natasha Brown
Gregory & Claire Browne
Paul Bruening & Lee Ann Pomplas
Fred Buehrer & Mary Witkowski
Martha Burns & Carol Bahruth
Michael & Diana Cannan
Christopher & Jill Capone
Donald & Julie Cepiel
Richard & Michele Chazkel
Meg Clark
Ira & Mette Coleman
Ernesto & Kimberly Conde
Bernadette Condesso

Darren & Rain Critz
Colin Cuite & Stacey Mesler
David Daub & Deirdre Leber
Pegeen Davis
James & Bethanne DeArce
Justin Duffany
Hal & Valery Einhorn
Stephen Enriquez & Ann Patsalos-Enriquez
James & Rebecca Ffrench
Michael Finder & Andi Novick
Richard & Jane Fisher
Dan Fisherman & Jennifer Clapp
Roger & Louise Foucek
Daniel Freedman & Christine Chale
Aegis Frumento & Jane Vagnoni
John Galbraith & Katie Green
Gerard & Joanne Galluscio
Eric & Barbara Gilman
Dan Greenberg & Joann Alvis
Steven & Lorraine Greene
Richard Grinnell & Leigh Williams
Ethan & Elizabeth Gundeck
Josh & Jackie Hadden
David Hardy & Stephanie Rudolph
Johan & Laurie Hedlund
Jonathan & Barbara Heiles
David Held & Jill Malden-Held
Louisa Heyward
Peter & Christina Himberger
Syed & Romana Hosain
Barry & Mimica Hyman 
Sal & Kefah Jamal 
Jan & Susan Johansson
James & Jennifer Johnston
Scott & Jill Kalb
David Kaminski & Jennifer Berlind
Frederik Kjeldsen & Lorraine Seach
Joel & Andrea Klein
Don Klybas & Caroline Danford
Julie Kroloff
Anthony & Marla Lando
Ian & Jamie Landsman
Barry & Robyn Levy
Benjamin Lotto & Karen Nichols 
Nestor & Evelyne Madalengoitia
Jeffrey Marino & Kathleen Sweeney
Zoltan Markus & Paulina Bren
Kevin Matthews & Kathleen Jennings
Dorothy Mattia
Allaster & Deborah McLean
Stephen Meagher & Stacey Penlon
Mark & Kathleen Metzger

Thomas Meyer & Julie Stevenson
Prakash & Melissa Misra
Mark Nahnsen
Lyle Nolan & Linda Monkman
Feza Oktay ’81 & Diane von Roesgen Oktay
Wendy Parish
Kathleen Pascazi
Scott Pauli & Catherine Harris
Mark & Andrea Payne
Yvonne Pierce
Thomas & Melissa Ptacek
Kyle & Vanessa Ramkissoon
Nadine Raphael
Brian & Lisa Reid
Christopher & Kim Roellke
Michael Rusnock & Leslie Carroll
Sun & Leslie Sachs
David Santner
Trace Schilinger
William Scholl & Paula Bojarsky-Scholl
Raymond Schwartz & Christina Powers 
Mitchell Senft & Donna Ellis
Deidre Sepp
Youssouph & Gloria Seydi
Ray & Ruthie Shaw
David & Mary Ann Silver
Keith & Kristin Slifstein
Glenn & Andrea Soberman
Richard Soedler & Melissa Billings
Daniel Sparks & Karen Unger
Mark Stapylton & Alisa Kwitney
Elisabeth Straus
George Swain & Jessie Levey
Scott & Lucia Swartz
Ransom & Barbara Taggart
Matthew & Alicia Tether
Marc Thompson & Mi Sun Lee
Michael Tibbetts & Andrea Parent-Tibbetts
Amy Tripi & Jeanne Vitale
Jonathan & Kim Urban
Dean Vallas & Debra Pemstein
Felix Vega & Michele Winchester-Vega
Bert Wachsmuth & Silke von der Emde
Barry Wacksman
Cheryl Wallace
John Wallach & Amanda Thornton
Susan Willson
Jeffrey Wiseman & Alice Hawkins
Philip & Michelle Wolin
Barbara L. Wood ‘78
Harry & Jennifer Yan
Craig Zisman & Jackie Katzen

COMMUNITY OF DONORS

Recognition of Giving
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Learning happens everywhere, and with your support of our fundraising initiatives, 
PDS students benefit from such exciting off-site programs as Nature’s Classroom
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Class of ‘59
Judith W. Komer

Class of ‘60
Judith Purvis
Rose Marie Southworth

Class of ‘61
Walter H. Effron
Erik Kiviat

Class of ‘63
Christine Krok

Class of ‘65
Gina Kaiser
Mitchell Stagg

Class of ‘66
Lee Miringoff

Class of ‘67
Amy Sherman

Class of ‘68
Deborah Nagel

Class of ‘76
John Kraus
Kamille E. Smith

Class of ‘78
Michael De Cordova
Nancy Marshall
Barbara L. Wood

Class of ‘38
Allelu Kurten

Class of ‘40
Thomas Bull*

Class of ‘45
Charles Denby

Class of ‘46
Paul Drouilhet

Class of ‘47
Nancy McClelland Wilson
Nancy Russell

Class of ‘49
John Coulter

Class of ‘50
Dorothea Lieber

Class of ‘55
Paul Bickart
Deborah White Schaack

Class of ‘56
Susannah Eldridge
Elizabeth Kuhn

Class of ‘58
J. Harrington Breed
Judah Sommer

Class of ‘80
Lisa Arnoff

Class of ‘81
Feza Oktay

Class of ‘82
Thomas Brooks

Class of ‘83
Paul Metzger

Class of ‘84
Jennifer Hanson

Class of ‘87
Dr. John T. Whelan

Class of ‘89
Nadia Vinogradov

Class of ‘92
Gabriel Fried
Kristen Vale-Mosack

Class of ‘93
Mika Dashman

Class of ‘95
Anya L. Ginandes

Class of ‘98
Anna-Liza Villard-Howe

David & Elizabeth Alexander 
Michael & Lisa Arnoff ‘80
Mrs. Jane Barber Smith
Nicholas & Nancy Booke
Mr. & Mrs. Fred R. Brooks Jr.
Andrew & Olga Bush
Roger & Elizabeth Christenfeld
Gary Cohen
Ian Crane & Jaye Thacker
Elizabeth Daniels
David Daub & Deirdre Leber
James Davidson & Mary Untalan
Kirk & Karen Endicott
Harriet Finkelstein
Mike & Christine Foley
Lynn Fordin
Alice Forman 
Adrienne Forst Odierno
Don Fried
Mary M. Gesek
Patrick & Lucretia Gilheany
Burton & Mims Gold
Dr. & Mrs. Jack Goodman

Steven Gorn & Barbara Bash
Bernard & Shirley Handel
Jeh & Norma Johnson
Tracy & Lucille Johnson
Nader & Maria Kayal
Marc Kemeny & Clare Cosslett
Peter & Mary Ellen Kenny
Joel & Andrea Klein
Georgia Knisley
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Kuralt
Mark & Peggy Kuras
Allelu Kurten ‘38
Stan Lichens & Lois Guarino
Bernard Lunn & Julia Spiegel
Nestor & Evelyne Madalengoitia
Jeffrey Marino & Kathleen Sweeney
Barry & Carol Meehan
Thomas Meyer & Julie Stevenson
Mr. & Mrs. Edward B. Milhaven
James & Janice Monsma
Sandra Moore
Jim & Nan Moran
Caroline Morse
Sevgin & Elizabeth Oktay

Dave Owens & Darrah Cloud
Takashi & Sharlene Oyagi
David & Gillian Page
James Page & Amy Sherman ‘67
Jon Powers
Martin & Jeanne Puryear
Michael & Sara Rothman
David Santner
David Schalk
Hamilton & Barbara Scheer
Dr. & Mrs. Justin Scheer
Mark Schlessman & Laura Graceffa
Dr. Geraldine C. Schwartz
Mr. & Mrs. Harold A. Seaman
Kevin Smith & Kali Rosenblum
John & Beth Storyk
Barbara Swanson
Jim Todd & Kitty Adamo
Dean Vallas & Debra Pemstein
Alex & Liz Vinogradov
Bert Wachsmuth & Silke von der Emde
John Wallach & Amanda Thornton
Wendy Weinrich
Peter Zimmermann

Class of ‘99
Katherine Maas
Rachel Svoboda

Class of ‘06
Amie Anderson

Class of ‘09
Matthew Guse

Class of ‘10
Emma Driller-Colangelo
Zoe Vallas

Class of ‘11
Fatima Hosain

Class of ‘12
Leo Antelyes
Anna Chazkel
Erik DeArce
Peter Enriquez
Sarah Goldhammer
Spencer Hardy
Alyssa Klein
Annabel Levy
Julia Raphael
Jacob Straus
Natasha Vega

Class of ‘15
Joi Tucker-Morris

ALUMNI

PARENTS OF ALUMNI

Recognition of Giving

ADMINISTRATION
FACULTY & STAFF
Anonymous
Carol Bahruth
Bernadette Condesso
Lynn Fordin 
Don Fried
Laura Graceffa
Jonathan Heiles
David Held
Josie Holford
Mary Lou Hudak
Patricia Irving 
Anita Jones
Darcy Kelly
Tami Kelly
Jacob Lahey
Gretchen Lytle
Bryan Maloney
Victoria Mayes
Deborah McLean
Sandra Moore
Karen Nichols
Andrea Parent-Tibbetts
Christina Powers
Brian Reid
Trace Schillinger
Emma Sears
Ruthie Shaw
Anna Sheridan
George Swain
Liz Vinogradov
Barbara L. Wood ‘78
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Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Baker
Mr. & Mrs. George Banta
Mrs. Kerttu Barnett
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Billings 
Milton & Barbara Bookbinder
Mrs. Gloria Bragdon
Mr. & Mrs. Fred R. Brooks Jr.
Ms. Norma Cavanaugh
Mrs. Marsha Cushing
Mr. William Davis
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Driller
Ms. Chrissey Dyer
Mrs. Aurelia G. Eller

Sevgin & Elizabeth Oktay
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Palmer
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Pierce
Mrs. Virginia Pinchbeck
Mr. & Mrs. Van Dyke Pollitt
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Poulos
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Powers
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Quiana
Mrs. Martha Reid
Mrs. Elizabeth Roellke
Mr. Richard Schwartz
Mrs. Jane Barber Smith
Mrs. Joan Swain
Alex & Liz Vinogradov

Mrs. Estelle Ellis
Mary M. Gesek
Mrs. Catherine G. Goldberg
Mr. & Mrs. Lester A. Greenberg
Mr. & Mrs. George Haight
Mr. & Mrs. William Hartigan
Mr. Neil Hirsch & Mrs. Judy Novack-Hirsch
Ms. Charlotte J. Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Katzen
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Kent
Allelu Kurten ‘38
Mrs. Agnes Lacedonia
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice Moran

GRANDPARENTS OF STUDENTS & ALUMNI

FRIENDS OF PDS
Anonymous 
Janet Farrington
Pamela C. Forcey
Gilbert A. Krom
Michael Langan

CORPORATE PARTNERS
Andlynn Construction Inc
The Chazen Companies
General Mills Box Tops for Education
Marshall & Sterling Insurance
Millrock Technology Inc
Target
Tonchi Transit Inc

FOUNDATIONS, TRUSTS & 
DONOR ADVISED FUNDS
Anonymous
BLT4 Charitable Lead Trust
Capone Family Fund
Edward E. Ford Foundation
Handel Foundation
Kenwood Foundation
Poughkeepsie Day School Fund at
Community Foundations of the 
Hudson Valley 
The M & T Charitable Foundation

CORPORATE MATCHING GIFTS
IBM Corporation
Mobil Retiree Matching Gifts Program
Texaco Foundation

The creative process is alive and well across the board at PDS, and your contribution to 
the Annual Fund supports all academic programs, including the visual arts
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SPECIAL GIVING

ATHLETIC FIELDS PROJECT

Dean Vallas & Debra Pemstein

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF

Dorothy Rufus
Ms. Chrissey Dyer

Herbert Barnes
Susannah Eldridge

Edythe Finder
Michael Finder & Andi Novick-Finder

Robert Z. Finkelstein
Harriet Finkelstein

Steven Forst
Adrienne Forst Odierno

George & Elizabeth White
Judith W. Komer

Charlotte McCambridge Frank
Christine Krok

Alice Smiley
Elizabeth Kuhn

Dermott Donovan
Dorothy Mattia

Wade Thompson
Millrock Technology Inc

Art Hopkins
Deborah Nagel

Elena Lonning
Yvonne Pierce

Barbara Powers
Jon Powers 

Lawnin Gindele
Mr. & Mrs. George Banta
Roger & Elizabeth Christenfeld
Walter Effron
Janet Farrington
Pamela Forcey
Alice Forman
Patrick & Lucretia Gilheany
Burton & Mims Gold
Dr. & Mrs. Jack Goodman
Bernard & Shirley Handel
Josie Holford
Jeh & Norma Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Karalt
Allelu Kurten ‘38
Michael & Kathleen Langan
Jim & Nan Moran
David & Gillian Page
Hamilton & Barbara Scheer
Dr. & Mrs. Justin Scheer

E.E. FORD FOUNDATION CHALLENGE

Poughkeepsie Day School was awarded a 
$50,000 matching grant from the Edward E. 
Ford Foundation to develop a Digital Citizen 
Project, a mission driven approach to teaching, 
learning and ethical conduct in the digital era. To 
receive the full amount of this grant, the founda-
tion challenged the school to raise an additional 
$50,000 for this project by December 31, 2011.

The awarding of this competitive grant was 
a significant endorsement of the innovative 
and creative work being done at PDS using 
technology in the areas of student engagement, 
curriculum and professional development and 
global connection. The school was successful in 
meeting this challenge and remains grateful to 
the following for their generous support of this 
effort in 2011-2012.

Anonymous 
Hamid Azari-Rad & Chista Safajou 
BLT4 Charitable Lead Trust
Thomas Bull ‘40*
Ira & Mette Coleman
Bernadette Condesso
Hal & Valery Einhorn
Daniel Freedman & Christine Chale
Frank Furio & Victoria Mayes 
Mary Gesek
Dan Greenberg & Joann Alvis
Ethan & Elizabeth Gundeck
Handel Foundation
Tami Kelly
Joel & Andrea Klein
Gilbert Krom
Stan Lichens & Lois Guarino
Thomas Meyer & Julie Stevenson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Palmer
Poughkeepsie Day School Parents Association
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Poulos
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Powers
Kyle & Vanessa Ramkissoon
Nadine Raphael
Christopher & Kim Roellke
Mitchell Senft & Donna Ellis
David & Mary Ann Silver
Mark Stapylton & Alisa Kwitney
Matthew & Alicia Tether
The M & T Charitable Foundation
Joi Tucker-Morris
Jonathan & Kim Urban
Dean Vallas & Debra Pemstein
John Wallach & Amanda Thornton
John & Renee Weisman

CLASS OF 2012 SENIOR-PARENT GIFT

Faculty Development Endowment Fund

Leo Antelyes
Peter Antelyes & Leslie Dunn
Anna Chazkel
Richard & Michael Chazkel
Meg Clark
Erik DeArce
James & Bethanne DeArce
Peter Enriquez
Stephen Enriquez & Ann Patsalos-Enriquez
Aegis Frumento & Jane Vagnoni
Sarah Goldhammer
David Hardy & Stephanie Rudolph
Spencer Hardy
Alyssa Klein
Joel & Andrea Klein
Annabel Levy
Barry & Robin Levy
Wendy Parish
Julia Raphael
Nadine Raphael
Christopher & Kim Roellke
Elisabeth Straus
Jacob Straus
Felix Vega & Michele Winchester-Vega
Natasha Vega

MIDDLE SCHOOL LEARNING 
COMMUNITY PROJECT

Mr. & Mrs. George Banta
Roger & Elizabeth Christenfeld
Walter Effron
Janet Farrington
Pamela Forcey
Alice Forman
Patrick & Lucretia Gilheany
Burton & Mims Gold
Dr. & Mrs. Jack Goodman
Bernard & Shirley Handel
Josie Holford
Jeh & Norma Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Karalt
Allelu Kurten ‘38
Michael & Kathleen Langan
Jim & Nan Moran
David & Gillian Page
Hamilton & Barbara Scheer
Dr. & Mrs. Justin Scheer
David & Mary Ann Silver

Recognition of Giving
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GIFTS IN HONOR OF
Leo Antelyes & the Class of 2012
Peter Antelyes & Leslie Dunn

Luca Bax
Anthony Bax & Sabrina Ferguson

Julian Wiseman
Milton & Barbara Bookbinder

Thomas Brooks ’82, Elizabeth & Trevor Brooks
Mr. & Mrs. Fred R. Brooks, Jr.

Jake Lahey & Joe Faitak
Christopher & Natasha Brown

PDS Dedicated Teachers & Staff
Fred Buehrer & Mary Witkowski

Nan Moran
Martha Burns & Carol Bahruth

Robbie Puglisi
Andrew & Olga Bush

Sue Parise
Donald & Julie Cepiel

Brian Reid’s 2-3 Class
Ernesto & Kimberly Conde

Donna Celentano, Jake Lahey & Karen 
Nichols
Bernadette Condesso

Ann & Sherry Daniels
Elizabeth Daniels

Clay Suttles 
Emma Driller-Colangelo 

Jake Lahey & David Jordan
James & Rebecca Ffrench

Hannah Fordin ’07
Lynn Fordin 

Owen Browne
Mr. & Mrs. William Hartigan 

All PDS Employees
Josie Holford

Corina Zisman
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Katzen

Hudsonia
Erik Kiviat ‘61

Isabelle Lacadonia
Mrs. Agnes Lacadonia

Finny Marino-Sweeney ‘12
Jeffrey Marino & Kathleen Sweeney

Jake Moore ’04 & Luke Moore ‘08
Sandra Moore

Arthur Moran Heiles
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice Moran

Scott ’89 & Brian ’94 Moran
Jim & Nan Moran 

Colin Pierce
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Pierce

PDS Parents
Mark Schlessman & Laura Graceffa

Jon & Kim Urban
Dean Vallas & Debra Pemstein
Renee Weisman
Craig Zisman & Jackie Katzen

FALL FESTIVAL REIMAGINED 2011

corporate Sponsor

IBM

Donors

Bloxess, LLC
Heritage Carpet
Kodo Kids
Learning Materials Workshop 
Mother Earth’s Storehouse
Northside Supplies
Turner Chiropractic PLLC
 
canstruction Donors

Exit/Drake Realty
McNichols Home Inspection
Ernie, Kim & Ryanne Conde
Barbara & Dennis Powers

fun run Sponsors

The Heart Center
Adams Fairacre Farms
Turner Chiropractic, PLLC

Dennis McCarthy
William Scholl & Paula Bojarsky-Scholl

Donna Seaman ‘73
Mr. & Mrs. Harold A. Seaman

Keaton Wright-Storyk ’05
John & Beth Storyk

Katrina Swanson Pulichene ‘98
Barbara Swanson

PDS 6th Grade Teachers
Matthew & Alicia Tether

Sophie Vallas ’13 
Zoe Vallas ‘09

Liz & Mia Vinogradov
Rick Carek & Nadia Vinogradov

GIFTS IN KIND

Anthony Bax & Sabrina Ferguson
Ernesto & Kimberly Conde
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Powers
Dean Vallas & Debra Pemstein
James Thomashower & Penny Brickman

2012 BENEFIT AUCTION 

Sponsors & underwriters

Andlynn Construction
Henry & Jayne Boehringer
Brian & Melissa Bottini
Fred Buehrer & Mary Witkowski
Leslie Carroll
Ira & Mette Coleman
Colin Cuite & Stacey Mesler
Hal & Valery Einhorn
Eric & Ann Patsalos-Enriquez 
Daniel Freedman & Christine Chale
Mary Gesek
Dan Greenberg & Joann Alvis
Ethan & Elizabeth Gundeck
Johan & Laurie Hedlund
Peter & Christina Himberger
Jennifer Johnston
David Kaminski & Jennifer Berlind
Joel & Andrea Klein
Donald Klybas & Caroline Danford
Ian & Jamie Landsman
Stan Lichens & Lois Guarino
Bryan Maloney
Kyle Ramkissoon
Nadine Raphael
Chris & Kim Roellke
Samuel Seward & Kara Bickham
Mark Stapylton
Matthew & Alicia Tether
Amanda Thornton

Last year’s Fall Festival Reimagined reflected the 
school’s commitment to global understanding 
and connection and was lots of fun for students 
of all ages

Photo: feza oktay ‘81
SPECIAL EVENTS
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Buildings & grounds  
Stan Lichens, Chair
Valery Einhorn
Amanda Thornton
Josie Holford+
Andrea Parent-Tibbetts+
Steve Mallet+

Athletics Task Force
Valery Einhorn
Debra Pemstein

committee on trustees
Mary Gesek, Chair
Valery Einhorn
Elizabeth Gundeck
Kim Roellke 
Amanda Thornton
Josie Holford+

Development
Amanda Thornton, Chair
Edward McCormick
Nadine Raphael
Josie Holford+
Bryan Maloney+
Mary Lou Hudak+

enrollment 
Mette Coleman, Chair
Carol Bahruth+ Admin Chair
Andrea Klein
Mark Stapylton
Josie Holford+

finance 
Hamid Azari-Rad, Chair
Christine Chale
Renee Weisman
Josie Holford+
Andrea Parent-Tibbetts+
George Swain+

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Stan Lichens, President
Amanda Thornton, Vice President
Hamid Azari-Rad, Treasurer
Kim Roellke, Secretary
Christine Chale
Mette Coleman
Valery Einhorn
Mary Gesek
Elizabeth Gundeck
Andrea Klein
Edward McCormick
Debra Pemstein
Kyle Ramkissoon
Nadine Raphael
Mark Stapylton
Julie Stevenson
Renee Weisman
Josie Holford, Ex Officio
Andrea Parent-Tibbetts, Ex Officio
Freny Dalal, Emerita
Patrick Gilheany, Emeritus
Alexander Reese, Emeritus

BOARD COMMITTEES 2011/12

executive
Stan Lichens, President
Amanda Thornton, Vice President
Kim Roellke, Secretary
Hamid-Azari-Rad, Treasurer
Mary Gesek, Community Trustee
Josie Holford+

audit
Hamid Azari-Rad, Chair
Debra Pemstein
Renee Weisman
Andrea Parent-Tibbetts+

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP

2011-2012 PDS ANNUAL FUND 

Amanda Thornton, Trustee Chair
Brian Reid, Administration, Faculty & Staff Chair

Parent Annual Fund Advocates

Christine Agro
Jane Amsden
Melissa Beck
Natasha Brown
Martha Burns
Julie Cepiel

+Faculty/Administration/Staff 

Recognition of Giving

Parent Mary Louise Ball is the successful bidder on a live auction item during last year’s spring event
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2012 BENEFIT AUCTION

Ann Patsalos-Enriquez &
Nadine Raphael, Co-Chairs

Auction Volunteers
Mary Louise Ball
Melissa Beck
Jayne Boehringer
Debbie Bramwell
Beth Brofman
Olga Callahan
Valery Einhorn
Barbara Gillman
Elizabeth Gundeck
Catherine Harris
Mimica Hyman
Andrea Klein
Jamie Landsman
Jodi Liston
Melisa Misra
Rene Schnider
Julie Stevenson
Alicia Tether
Kim Urban

Auctioneer
Robert Cammarieri

Faculty and Staff Support
David Held
Josie Holford
Mary Lou Hudak
Tricia Irving
Anita Jones
Jennifer Jordan
Darcy Kramer 
Tami Kelly
Steve Mallet
Bryan Maloney
Sandra Moore
Andrea Parent-Tibbetts
Christina Powers
Dan Raugalis

Auction Catalog
Michelle Pullman, Copywriting
Mary Lou Hudak, Coordination
Alyssa Klein ‘12, Graphic Design

Favor Design
Leah Silver ‘13

Raffle
Andrea Klein, Chair

Set-Up and Equipment 
Coordination
Steve Mallet

Pegeen Davis
Elizabeth Gundeck
Laurel Impellizeri
Melissa Misra
Andrea Payne
Deidre Sepp
Amanda Thornton

CLASS OF 2012 SENIOR 
PARENT GIFT

Michele Winchester-Vega, Co-Chair
Andrea Klein, Co-Chair
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PDS PARENTS ASSOCIATION

Executive Council
Mary Louise Ball, VP Parent Community
Debbie Bramwell, VP Special Events
Laura Baratta, Treasurer
Leslie Carroll, Secretary
Mary Louise Ball & Debbie Bramwell &
Elizabeth Gundeck, Communications
Deidre Sepp, Lower School Class Representative Coordinator
Elizabeth Gundeck, Middle School Class Representative Coordinator
Andrea Klein, High School Class Representative Coordinator
Mimica Hyman, Welcoming Committee Chair
Kyle Ramkissoon, Board of Trustees Liaison
Mary Louise Ball & Elizabeth Gundeck, Volunteer Recruitment Chairs
Randa Abdelrahman, Board Development Committee Liaison
Martha Burns & Jamie Landsman, Best Practices

Activities & Events Chairs
Debbie Bramwell & Mimica Hyman, Welcome Back Picnic
Laura Baratta, School Photos
Jamie Landsman, Used Book Fair 
Mary Louise Ball & Ty Brooks & Rebecca Ffrench, New Book Fair
Catherine Harris, Fall Festival Reimagined  Coordinator
Kyle Ramkissoon & Debbie Bramwell, Faculty & Staff Appreciation
Kyle Ramkissoon, School Store
Elizabeth Gundeck, Box Tops
Deidre Sepp, Speaker Series 
Louisa Heyward, Winter Athletic Gear Swap
Ann Patsalos-Enriquez, Diversity
Mimica Hyman, Wardrobe/Costume Coordinator

FALL FESTIVAL REIMAGINED

Coordinating Team
Christine Agro, Canstruction and Rock Thoughts
Debbie Bramwell, Admissions & General Support
Jane Banta Fisher, Fun Run
Katie Green, Fun Run
Catherine Harris, FFR Coordinator
Mimica Hyman, Smart Café & Seamstress
Christina Powers, Communications & Community Liaison
Julia Roellke, Student Support
Ray Schwartz, Graphic Design

Leah Silver, High School Coordinator
Ken Turner, Fun Run

Photography
Philip Mansfield
Feza Oktay ‘81
Adam DePaz

Organizational Partners
Canstruction
Contemporaneous
Dutchess Community College Engineering Students
Mid-Hudson Chinese Community Association
Mid-Hudson Chinese Language Center
Mid-Hudson Japanese Community Association
Rock Thoughts
Twisted Soul
The Wayfinder Experience

iPad Artists
Al Doyle
Russ Lando
Nestor Madalengoitia
Samantha Schillinger

Staff Support
Carol Bahruth, Admissions-related Activities
Damon Banks, Music
Joe Faitak, Canstruction
Bill Fiore, Stomp Collective
Laura Graceffa, Middle School Activities
Mary Lou Hudak, Billing
David Held, Tech Coordinator
Josie Holford, Chief Event Champion
Aaron Lieberman, Tech
Steve Mallet, Facilities
Bryan Maloney, Development
Sandra Moore, Media/Photography
Christina Powers, Communication & Community Liaison
Emma Sears, Playlab Interactives

Faculty members David and Jenn Jordan and lower school head 
Debby McLean enjoy dinner at the spring Benefit Auction

Parent Ann Enriquez, co-chair with parent Nadine Raphael of 
last spring’s Benefit Auction, watches as raffle chair Andrea Klein 
draws the winning ticket
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Photo: ChriStina PowerS
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Canstruction® is an international competition that raises awareness 
about world hunger while facilitating the donation of thousands of 
pounds of canned food to local food pantries. Poughkeepsie Day School 
is honored to be spearheading this amazing event in the Hudson Valley, 
which showcases the creative abilities of kids in grades K-12. Come 

support the “Yes We Can” revolution December 8 – 14, when teams of 
students from High Meadow School, The Kildonan School, Oakwood 

Friends School, Poughkeepsie Day School and Woodstock Day School will 
showcase their canned food sculptures. All are encouraged to bring canned 

food to donate and vote for the People’s Choice Award, which will be given to the 
entry that receives the most cans from the public. Join us for the opening day ceremony 
on Saturday, December 8 at 9:00am in front of Best Buy. The ceremony will be followed 
by a day-long celebration with performances by participating schools and a live broadcast 
by media sponsor Radio Woodstock WDST 100.1. All cans used in food sculptures and 
donated through this competition will go to the Food Bank of the Hudson Valley and 

Queens Galley of Kingston. Special thanks to our event corporate sponsor UserScape!

December 8–14 
Poughkeepsie 
Galleria Mall 


